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WHOM CAN THE GREEKS TRUST?
AN EDITORIAL
Now that the talks Caramanlis had with Ford, Wilson and Demirel are
over, it will be useful to examine what really happened in Brussels and if
there are any hopes for a just solution to the Cyprus problem. Let's take
our "protectors" one at a time and see what they are, what they represent,
and what they are really trying to create out of these (and other) talks.
The U. S. has great economic and strategic interests both in Greece and
Turkey. It would not be very wise for it to break with Greece and remain
friendly with Turkey, or vice versa. From the things we know, the U. S. gave the
"go" to the Turks for their invasion of Cyprus last July. Of course, they did
not do anything to prevent such an attack since it was obvious that the orders
were given to the Turkish military from Washington and Greek warships were
turned back to Greece by the 6th Fleet when they left Cretan ports to prevent the Turkish invasion.
For the U. S., the biggest problem is the weakness of the southern wing
of NATO and it is urging both Greece and Turkey to find a peaceful solution
to their present situation. Who is so foolish to hope that the U. S. can support
a just solution to the Cyprus problem?
The British cannot be trusted any longer either. They do not deserve to
remain guarantors of the Republic of Cyprus since they did nothing last July
when they had the opportunity to do so. On the other hand, they can be
trusted to keep their military bases on the island; and lately we learn that these
bases are being turned over to the U. S. Their foreign policy is anti-Greek.
Can we trust such people?
Russians, as well, have great interests in Turkey. They are not going to
take the side of the Greeks because they don't want to upset the Turks. Besides, they are trying to stay out of the Mediterranean which "theoretically" belongs to the Amerikans. This is another example of the policy of detente one
might say ....
The Arabs have shown their sympathy to Makarios' government for years
now. There is a long tradition of friendship between the Greeks and the Arabs.
The Arab world has always shown its support towards Makarios and Greece.
That Athens and Nicosia keep to the same line is one of our last cards.
Whatever solution Makarios accepts will be hopefully accepted by Caramanlis.
The question remains whether this will be acceptable to Turkey. As far as we
are concerned, the "polyzonic solution" is agreeable to Greek Cypriots. It is
about time for the Turks to consider carefully what solution they are ready to
accept, not forgetting how their "protectors" sold out ex-king Constantine in
1967, Papadopoulos in 1973, and loannides and his clique in 1974.

—Dino Siotis
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THE MAYAGUEZ MIRAGE: AN EDITORIAL
Most of the facts up to now support the conclusion that the recent operation by the U. S. to "rescue" the Mayaguez was not justified either morally or
militarily. American reconnaissance flights over Cambodia air space had been
taking place and Thai boats with agents aboard had been cruising in the Cambodian coastal waters. Moreover, Tang Island belongs to Cambodia, and the
Mayaguez was within her territorial waters. Under these conditions, it was
natural that the Cambodians would stop foreign ships and search them for
agents and military supplies. Several boats of other nations, including some of
Russia, had been stopped, searched, and released without a confrontation.
Thus, it was the U. S. who violated the law — not the Cambodians.
The intervention was also militarily superfluous. In a recent speech at a
local church, Rep. Andrew Jacobs said that there was no one in the State Department or the White House who did not know that the crewmen would have
been released. Secondly, the American marines landed on the wrong island
after the crew was on its way to safety. Thirdly, according to testimony by
the crewmen and their captain, their Cambodian captors almost gave them a
"red-carpet" treatment. If anything, the lives of the crewmen were endangered
by the American "rescue" forces when two of the crewmen were hit by shrapnel
from the strafing done by the American jets. Secretary of State Kissinger said
that the lives of the crew were "unfortunately a secondary consideration."
(The Militant, 5/30/75). Perhaps, the fact that 42 men from the "rescue"
forces lost their lives is also a secondary consideration to the Secretary of
State.
What then was the ulterior motivation for the "rescue" operation? First
of all, the term rescue operation is a misnomer; the more accurate term would
be a calculated police action. It seems that the two principal reasons for the
American intervention were to alleviate the fears of the European and Asiatic
allies (e.g. the right-wing Park government of Korea) who may have lost confidence in the U. S. after the Southeast Asia fiasco and to pacify the right-wingers
within the U. S. In the latter connection, the purpose was to win over the
Goldwater and the Wallace constituency who, since the commencement of the
Vietnam War, had been clamoring for an all-out victory (including the use of
nuclear weapons at times). In addition, the recent polls have indicated a general
discontent with the two parties and an increasing number of voters who call
themselves independents and identify with the conservatives. Concomitantly,
there have been mini-conventions — attended by Reagan and other conservatives — where the organization of a conservative third party was a salient consideration.
Some conservatives, including President Ford, have likened the Mayaguez
operation to the American revolutionary tradition. I would like to remind
these people that the American revolutionaries fought against an autocratic
Great Britain, not against a defenseless country like Cambodia. I would also
like to remind them that in the contemporary world, the U. S. has replaced
Great Britain as the policeman of the world.
2

Perhaps one could expect the conservative right-wingers to be elated
over Ford's and Kissinger's "abrasive" action against Cambodia. But to see
former doves become overnight hawks and to rally behind the President's
police action was a bit of a cultural shock. Although some of these did not
give the President an active endorsement, their lukewarm position in comparison
to their reputation must have reinforced the righteousness of Ford's actions
in the eyes of the American public. It seems that most of the liberals fell
like dominoes before the call for superpatriotism, and once again we were
brought full circle to the Gulf of Tonkin Congressional behavior of a decade
ago which led us to the Vietnam mess. In any case, the "bipartisan" support
may have increased Ford's credibility and may have rendered the Congress
more subservient to the Executive Branch — a retrogressive development indeed.
The Mayaguez police action seems to be an integral aspect of an emergent pattern in recent American foreign policy; e.g. the threats by Kissinger
and Schlesinger to invade the Arabian countries should they put the squeeze
on the "industrial democracies"; the Schlesinger threat of total military action
(implying the use of nuclear weapons) against North Korea should she invade
South Korea; the pressuring of the Senate to renew military aid to Turkey on
the pretext that Turkey would be more conciliatory (or that she would attack
Greece before her weapons became obsolescent); and the passing by both
Houses of Congress of a military procurement bill worth about $25 billion,
hailed by some of the proponents as a method to counteract the rising
isolationism among the American people following the Vietnam debacle. I
wonder if the new series of threats against the third world countries is a new
technique invented by the military-industrial complex to increase its allocations
since the older red-scare tactics may have become dated due to detente. On
the other hand, we may also be witnessing the collective defensive reactions
of an empire which has reached the limits of its territorial expansion and is now
on the decline because of a series of setbacks abroad and all kinds of attacks
from within (e.g., the 1960's movement, the Pentagon Papers, the Watergate
and CIA revelations, etc.). Such a developmental phase could indeed be dangerous not only for the American people but also for the rest of the world.
One would think that our Government and the Congress would have
learned a lesson from the Vietnam adventurism which caused us the loss of
50,000 lives, millions physically maimed, thousands psychologically crippled,
and the loss of $150 billion. This is in addition to the dead and injured on the
Vietnamese side and the ecological devastation of their little country by
napalm andthe giant B-52 bombers. One would also think that they would have
learned by now that no amount of technology can defeat a well-organized and
morally committed group of people. Finally, one would think they would
have learned that our police actions have not won us the friendship of other
countries. The almost universal endorsement of the Mayaguez police action
by American politicians tells us that they have very short memories and that
the shortest memories of all belong to the doves who became hawks overnight.
The American people — the working classes, the minority groups, the
3

small business people, the students, and the intellectuals — must take it upon
themselves to break the grip that monopoly-capital and the "security" bureaucrats now have upon our government and armed forces; the strength of this
grip has increased tremendously since the American Revolution. They must
avoid any third-parties organized by the Reagans or the Wallaces because these
people stand for more police action abroad and "law and order" at home.
They must also avoid the Republicans and the Democrats who have too much
investment in the military-industrial complex, too easily accommodate to the
third-party mentality, and bring us such anti-isolationist responses as the
Mayaguez "rescue" operation. It seems that the best hope for the U. S. and
the rest of the world is for the American people to junk the existent partystructure and support a democratic-socialist alternative. This development
would indeed represent a revolutionary act on the eve of our bicentennial.
— Nikos Petropoulos
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GREEK AMERICAN ATTITUDES TOWARD AGNEW*
by Nikos Petropoulos

Background
The participation of early Greek immigrants in the American political
process was very minimal. Naturalization, a pre-requisite for such participation, was very infrequent among the Greeks. When compared to 24 other
immigrant cohorts such as the Italians, the Yugoslays, the Romanians and the
Lithuanians, the Greeks varied between the 22nd and the 24th rank during
the period 1920-1940. 1 Their low participation rate can be attributed to several
factors: problems of language, their rural background, high rates of illiteracy,
the temporary and economic nature of their emigration, 2 an attachment to the
homeland and a strong irredentism. No sooner had they arrived in their new
land than they began organizing regiments to return and fight in the Balkan
Wars of 1912-1914 in order to redeem the Greek lands from the Turks and
the Bulgarians. 3
Between 1920 and 1940 there were increases in the naturalization rate
and more direct participation in the American political process with each succeeding generation. 4 Several political and sociological events contributed to
this change. Further dreams of irredentism came to an end with the catastrophic
defeat of the Greeks by the Turks in 1922. Two other factors that convinced
them to make their stay permanent were the more restrictive immigration laws
which made re-entry into the U. S. more difficult and the education of their
own children in the U. S. Furthermore, the flow of new immigrants from
Southern and Eastern Europe (including Greece) was restricted by the National
Origins Quota Acts of the early 1920s. The ascendancy of the indigenous
second-generation Greek Americans in the local community power structure
attenuated further the influence of home-country localisms and monarchorepublican conflicts. 5 Another important integrative factor was the long history of alliances between Greece and the United States, along with the heroic
resistance of the Greeks against the Italian fascists during the Second World
War, which eliminated the Greek-American's inferiority and defensive superiority complexes that had resulted from the immigrants' backwardness and American nativism. 6 Finally, the increasing economic security of both generations,
and especially the educational attainments of the second generation, must
have been important factors in the Greeks' increased political participation.
Another indicator of the Greek-Americans' integration into the American political system is the fact that the majority of them have stuck to conventional two-party politics. Fairchild' reported that the Greeks were Republican
*The present report is based on data collected in conjunction with the author's dissertation research conducted during the summer of 1970 in Cincinnati, Ohio. The research
was supervised by Dr. A. Lee Coleman, Professor of Sociology, University of Kentucky,
Lexington, Kentucky. The analyses and interpretations, however, are the author's sole
responsibility.
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because the Party was most congenial to the commercial interests of the nation.
This may have been due to the relative absence of pauperism and an aversion
to welfare among the early Greeks, 8 the fact that the peaks of Greek immigration (1907, 1914, 1921) coincided with Republican rule, 9 and an accommodation to the WASP nativism, in the early part of this century, which was disguised in literacy tests for immigrants, fears of labor competition, and anxieties about the loss of political and cultural homogeneity. 1°
Fairchild's observations, however, do not correspond with the political
affiliations of Greek Americans in the 1950s and 1960s. The majority of
Greek Americans, both immigrants and the American-born, were affiliated with
the Democratic Party.'' This was also characteristic of the Greek Americans
in Congress. The latter observations suggest that either the Greeks underwent a
conversion to the Democratic Party, perhaps as a result of the general immigrant
influx to the urban centers and the Great Depression, or that Fairchild was inaccurate in his estimates. More likely, the two events reinforced the Greeks'
attachment to the Democratic Party — an attachment they had developed because they felt that that Party represented their interests and because the discriminatory immigration laws of the early 1920s were passed by Republican
administrations.' 2
Most early observers of Greek immigrants talked disparagingly of the
socialist parties among the early immigrants.' Nonetheless, there were affiliates of the Socialist Labor Party in Cincinnati, Chicago, Detroit, and New York
between 1915 and 1935. They were publishing a journal called Organosis
which featured many of Marx's original works in Greek and whose primary
concern was the "industrial democracy" movement in the U. S. Some Greek
immigrants even lost their lives as a result of participation in the movement.' 4
Even though new socialistic organizations among the Greek-Americans made
their appearance in the 1940s and the 1960s (especially in response to the
United States support of the 1967 dictatorship), these groups attracted only
a minority of Greek immigrants and their descendants.' 5
Although the majority of Greek Americans may be still affiliated with
the Democratic Party, this does not mean there are no generational differences. Kourvetaris" did note more Republicans among his second-generation
respondents than among the immigrant generation. The difference may be due
to the economic progress of the Greeks and/or an attempt to dissociate themselves from a party which symbolizes for them the immigrant background and
has come to be associated with racial minorities and social welfare.' 7 Spiro
Agnew, who is a second-generation Greek American from his father's side, was
initially registered as a Democrat but switched to the Republican Party because there were more opportunities for election. Aside from the fact that
Agnew may have vocalized the mobile Greek Americans' attitudes, there is also
some evidence' 8 that ethnics cross over to the other party when one from their
own ethnic background is on the ticket — especially in areas where party organization is weak.
The present paper looks at Agnew as a symbol of conservative Republiccanism and attempts to evaluate the relationship between background, person-
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ality, and racial-ethinic attitudes to the respondents' attitudes toward Agnew.
The guiding hypotheses of the study are that upper socioeconomic status,
Greek ethno-religious background, authoritarianism, and anti-minority attitudes are associated with positive attitudes toward Agnew.

Methods
The data for the present study are based on a sample of 152, mostly
second-generation, Greek-American males from Cincinnati, Ohio. They were
selected mainly from the local Greek Church membership list, but two other
sources (the city telephone directory and nominations by other respondents)
were used in order to get a more complete sample. Of 181 people who were
contacted, only 29 (15%) refused to be interviewed, despite the length of the
interview schedule which required about one hour for completion. The low
refusal rate can be attributed to the personal interview method and the
respondents' desire to help a compatriot along his career.
To evaluate the respondent's attitude toward Vice President Agnew, a
ten-item scale was used. Six of the items were stated in a positive direction,
e.g., I fully support Agnew's attack upon the mass media; and four of them
were stated in a negative direction, e.g., Agnew is a disgrace to the democratic
ideals of America. The respondent was instructed to express his attitude toward
Agnew by checking one of these categories: agree, undecided, and disagree.
After all the data were collected, the three responses were weighted from one
to three, with the higher weight assigned to the positive response, and the
scores were summated over all the ten items for each respondent. The measure
was then assessed for reliability and unidimensionality of content. It is adequate in terms of reliability but unidemensionality is problematic due to the
skewness of the scores toward the positive pole.' 9 The fmal six items, on which
respondent's score is based, are presented below in order of decreasing percentage (out of 152) favorable toward Agnew (The favorable response included
the most positive of the three categories):
1. Agnew is a disgrace to the democratic ideals of America (Disagree)
89%
2. Agnew's speeches serve no other purpose except to divide the
84%
American people (Disagree)
3. It would be disastrous for the American society if Nixon were as81%
sassinated and Agnew became President of the U. S. (Disagree)
4. It's about time we got a Vice President who's got guts enough
to speak his own mind (Agree)
80%
63%
5. I fully support Agnew's attack on the mass media (Agree)
6. I would be proud to vote for Agnew if he ever became a candidate
for President of the U. S. (Agree)
58%

The attitudes of the Cincinnati Greek Americans were highly favorable
toward Agnew. Generally, they were more favorable than those in the national
cross-section (the Gallup Poll). 2° For example, only 19% in the national sample
would have liked to see Agnew as President, compared to 58% in the Cincinnati
sample who would have voted for him as President. The difference is too large
to be the result of the slight differences in wording. It may be due to ethnicity
7

and/or the traditionally conservative atmosphere of Republican Cincinnati.
The latter, however, can only be ascertained by comparison with a local "native" sample.
Despite the skewness of the data toward the favorable end, the pattern of
responses was along expected lines. There was less endorsement of Vice President Agnew with increasing demands for "behavioral commitment." This
internal variation provided some justification in proceeding with the statistical
evaluation of the hypotheses. 21
Several factors are statistically compared to the respondent's political
attitudes. These include various indices of socioeconomic status, social mobility, personality (authoritarianism), ethnicity, religion, and the respondent's attitudes toward Jews and blacks. Each of these is separately compared to the
respondent's attitudes toward Agnew — dichotomized into tolerant and intolerant. In each case, the definition of the terms is followed by the tabular presentation of the results, plus some interpretations. The limitations of sample size
do not permit a more cumulative higher-order analysis, and the findings of the
present study are accordingly limited.
Results
Social Class. The following indicators of "social class" were used: prestige of the respondent's residential area as determined by two former residents
of Cincinnati; residential status as determined by the educational, income, and
white-collar status of the respondent's census tract; occupational prestige scores
based on education and income; the respondent's self-reported annual income;
and the number of years of schooling completed by the respondent.

Table 1. Social Status and Attitude Toward Agnew

Low (1)

Degree of Status
2
3

(4) High Chi-Square

(Percent Tolerant Toward Agnew)
Type of Status
Area Prestige
Residential
Occupational
Income
Educational

57.9 (38)a
48.9 (47)
64.2 (53)
53.3 (30)
69.4 (49)

52.6 (38)
58.7 (75)
49.0 (41)
53.9 (89)
50.0 (60)

45.7 (46) 43.3 (30)
40.0 (30) — — — —
41.7 (48) — — — —
43.5 (33) — — — —
34.9 (43) — — — —

1.30
3.24
5.374'
——_b
11.08****

*Significant at the 10% level.
****Significant at the 1% level.
aOf the 38 respondents who fell in the low status, 57.9% were tolerant toward Agnew, eta
bChi-Squares less than one are not reported.
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In general, the Cincinnati sample occupies the middle and the upper
rungs of the socioeconomic scale. Occupationally, the three top-most categories were managers and proprietors (39%), professionals (37%), and salespersons (11%). In terms of income, the median annual income of the sample
fell in the range $14,000.-15,000. In terms of residential status, 42% of
the sample lived in the periphery of the city limits and 58% resided in the suburbs. On the educational dimension, nearly 50% of the respondents had at
least one college degree.
The relationship between socioeconomic status and attitudes toward
Agnew is shown in Table 1.
With the exception of the occupational factor, there was no connection
between the more strictly economic indicators and political attitudes. In some
ways, this trend goes against the hypothesis and past observations of a general
association between high economic status and conservatism in the American
populations. 22 The traditional findings were not observed even when the relationship was tested under two conditions of "assimilation orientation" (See
section on "ethnicity" for definition).
As was indicated above, the census definition of occupation was based on
income and education. As one would expect, those with the more prestigious
occupations also had more schooling (r = .72). 23 Education was strongly associated with attitudes toward Agnew: the more educated respondents had more
negative attitudes toward him. Thus, it is possible that the occupational effects
were due to education. When education was controlled, the original association between occupation and political attitude disappeared pointing to the
greater importance of education. 24
Social Mobility. The research used three types of mobility — two indices of generational mobility and one index of career mobility. The generational indices estimated the son's occupational progress in comparison to his
immigrant father's first occupation upon arrival in the U. S. and in comparison
to the father's principal occupation (Occupation has the same meaning as in
the section on social class). The third kind of mobility entailed a subjective
comparison of the respondent's income status in 1970 and 1965. He was asked
to estimate his improvement or deterioration over the five-year period. Table 2
presents the association between the mobility indices and attitudes toward
Agnew.
In general, the data show that status mobility is accompanied by more
negative attitudes toward Agnew, a trend which is counter to previous observations of "overconformity" and a "cult of gratitude" among mobile immigrant
groups in the U. S. The trend, however, may be due to education. Education
was associated with high mobility rates in all three types of mobility (r =
.36, .46, and .28). After appropriate control of education, all the original asso3iations disappeared except for the one between income mobility and political
attitudes under the condition of high education; in this case, low mobility went
with positive attitudes toward Agnew — suggesting the operation of relative
deprivation.
Before definite conclusions can be made, there is a need for a better
9

Table 2. Social Mobility and Attitude Toward Agnew
Degree of Social Mobility
Low
Type of Mobility
Generational
First Occupation 57.4 (47)
Principal
66.7 (15)
Occupation
Career Income
73.3 (30)

Moderate
High
(Percent Tolerant Toward Agnew)

Chi-Square

57.7 (52)

41.5 (53)

3.57

55.4 (65)
50.0 (72)

45.8 (72)
40.8 (49)

2.69
8.03***

***Significant at the 2% level.

control of initial status and of ceiling effects. Zero mobility could have
psychologically ambiguous meanings; it could mean that the sons stayed in the
same low status as the parents or, conversely, they remained in the same high
status as the parents. The present study approximated this condition for generational mobility using the father's first occupation as a base; the immigrant
fathers' first job was uniformly low. Insofar as this test is valid, the overconformity hypothesis was not supported even under the controlled conditions of
education.
An additional sample limitation was the restriction in the mobility
range. There was very little downward mobility and there were few who were
stationary in the upper categories. The problem results from the high mobility
rates of the Greeks in the U. S. and their comparatively recent arrival, and it
may be partially rectified by doing studies in Chicago, Boston, and New York
with larger and/or older Greek populations.
Authoritarianism. A person with an authoritarian disposition tends to
idolize authority figures and to despise weak minorities and individuals. A
short four-item scale, 25 tapping four dimensions of the original Adorno et al
authoritarian measure (conventionalism, authoritarian submission, authoritarian
aggression, and power-toughness) was employed. All the items were presented
in an authoritarian direction, e.g., Strong leaders can make this country better
than all the laws and talk. Agreement with the item signified authoritarianism.
The respondent was provided with five response categories, and the scoring
was analgous to that on Agnew attitudes. Table 3 presents the comparison
between authoritarianism and attitudes toward Agnew.
The overall correlation was in the expected direction: high authoritarianism
is accompanied by more negative attitudes toward Agnew, justifying Schlesinger's classification of Agnew as authoritarian' 6 and reinforcing some past
findings of an association between authoritarianism and right-wing ideology.27
10

Table 3. Authoritarianism and Attitude Toward Agnew
Degree of Authoritarianism
Low (1)

2

3

(4) High Chi-Square
(Percent Tolerant Toward Agnew)
42.0 (38)
40.0 (40) 68.0 (44) 57.0 (3)
8.68**
**Significant at the 5% level.

On the other hand, the trend was not uniformly linear; the most authoritarian
group was not the most positive toward Agnew. Some explanation for this reversal was called for. It was thought possible that Agnew's "centrism" was
objectionable to the right-wing extremists. Fortunately, from a methodological
point of view, the sample contained two respondents who professed membership in the John Birch Society. The two respondents' authoritarianism scores
were 16 and 20 out of a total of 20; however, only one of these respondents
had negative attitudes toward Agnew.
A second possible explanation could reside in the cross-cultural meaning
of authoritarianism. Some observers of Greek culture 28 have noted an ingroup authoritarianism and an outgroup anti-authoritarianism among the
Greeks and different ways of reacting to authority figures, with the Americans
attacking them and the Greeks ignoring them. Moreover, the authoritarian
measure contained one item (An insult to your honor should not be forgotten)
which is an integral aspect of the Greek philotimo (honor, integrity, etc.) and
which could have a wider meaning than authoritarianism in the American
sense. To test this out, the association was evaluated under two conditions of "assimilation orientation." As expected, a more uniform trend (36%, 36%, 60%
and 75%, Chi-Square = 6.65, p < .10) did appear among the more assimilated
respondents.
But, as in previous studies, the present study found a correlation between
authoritarianism and education, i.e., the more educated are less authoritarian
(r = -.28). Thus, the results may be due to education. Although no internal
analysis was done to determine if the fourth subgroup had the highest mean
education, the personality hypothesis was retested under two conditions of
education. The new association became both non-significant and non-linear
and was opposite in form under the two conditions — demonstrating the lack of
resilience of authoritarianism and further reinforcing the importance of education.
Ethinicity. Although the utilization of various ethnic groups would have
constituted a better test of the political effects of ethnicity, an approximate
test can be made by looking at degrees of ethnicity in the present sample. The
ethic factor was broken down into four sub-categories: "demographic," "behavioral," "attitudinal," and "cognitive." In general, the various ethnic compo-
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nents were intercorrelated. The demographic component included such variables as age of the respondent, 29 ethnic generation, and parental regional
origin. The association between the three demographic factors and political
attitudes is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Demographic Factors and Attitude Toward Agnew
Indicators
Respondent Age
Under 37
38-44
45+
Ethnic Generation
Second
Mixed & Third

Chi-Square
(Percent Tolerant Toward Agnew)
34.7 (49)
61.4 (57)
58.7 (46)

8.73***

52.4 (126)
50.0 ( 36)

Regional Origin a
Northern Greece
Peloponnesus
Asia Minor & Islands

70.0 (20)
55.4 (64)
38.1 (42)

6.23**

**Significant at the 5% level.
***Significant at the 2% level.
allorthern Greece included Epirus, Macedonia, Thrace and Thessaly; Peloponnesus also
included a few from Attica (less than ten); the islands involved those in the vicinity of Turkey.

The results of the demographic analysis do not follow the ethnicity prediction. The more ethnic second generation (higher on several indices of ethnicity
than the third and mixed generation) was not more positive toward Agnew
than the less ethnic third generation. This conclusion, however, is not final
since there were too few cases in the younger subgroup. Age, which was also
related to generation, was a significant factor; generally, the older respondents
were more favorable toward Agnew. But since the same association was observed in the national Gallup Poll, the findings cannot be ascribed to ethnicity
and may be due to other conditions characteristic of the older respondents.
The older respondents in the present study did have less education (r = -.27).
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When the age hypothesis was tested under two conditions of education, the
original linear trend, although less significant, was maintained in the low educational subgroup, suggesting some interaction between "age" and education.
Consistent with the ethnicity hypothesis (there was a non-significant association between regional origin and assimilation orientation with those who
had Asia Minor origins being the least ethnic), those from Northern Greece
were the most positive toward Agnew while the descendants of the Asia Minor
refugees were the most negative toward him. Those whose father came from
the Peloponnesus (also Agnew's father's ancestral region), and who were also
in between on ethnicity, were intermediate in their attitudes toward Agnew.
The results cannot be accounted by authoritarianism since this trait was equally
distributed among the three regional subgroups. On the other hand, there was
a slight but uniform association between regional origin and education, with
the descendants from Asia Minor having the highest amount of education.
This is in accord with the more urbanized and skilled background of the Asia
Minor refugees in contrast to the mainlanders (The study also found that the
Asia Minor parents were later corners to the U. S.). Although education may
partly contribute to the attitudinal pattern, there may be additional factors. A
history of persecution at the hands of the Turks and marginality both in
Greece and the U. S. may have made the Asia Minor descendants more libera1. 30
The behavioral dimension of ethnicity included several indicators pertaining to the respondent's relative participation in the two cultures, e.g. the number of Greek mentors in childhood (aunts, uncles, etc.), the number of memberships in Greek or American organizations, "participation" in Greek as compared to American activities (picnics, dances, celebrations, records, recipes,
friends, ethnic identity choice), descent of wife, and name-succession practice.
The comparison between the behavioral component and attitude toward Agnew
is shown in Table 5.
Although there was some tendency for adherence to the Greek culture to
be associated with positive attitudes toward Agnew, the results were neither
significant nor uniform across subgroups. This was true even with respect to
the two indicators, descent of wife and name-succession, in which the investigator had more methodological confidence. Two other indices of participation,
Greek and American organization memberships, were correlated with education
(r = .18, .45); however, the data in Table 5 do not suggest any consistent confouding.
The attitudinal component refers to a person's subjective preferences
with regard to Greek or American practices, irrespective of his actual experiences
in either culture. A measure tapping the respondent's "assimilation orientation," was devised. The respondent's feelings regarding the retention of Greek
names, the need to preserve the Greek culture, the need for Greek schooling,
marriage to American women, the importance of Greek language, a separate
Greek Easter, etc., were determined through a series of questions as the following: Do you approve of American-born Greek men marrying American women?
He was given four choices: Yes, No. Uncertain and I don't care. These were respectively scored as 4, 1, 2, and 3, with the most assimilationist response re13

Table 5. Ethnic Participation and Attitude Toward Agnew
Indicators
Greek Mentors
Few (0-2)
Some (3-5)
Many (6+)

Chi-Square
(Percent Tolerant Toward Agnew)
51.8 (56)
51.8 (56)
52.5 (40)

Participation in American Practices
Low
Medium
High

58.5 (53)
54.0 (50)
42.9 (49)

2.62

Name Succession Practicea
Son's First Name
Son's Middle Name
Neither of the Above

60.7 (61)
41.2 (17)
50.0 (26)

2.36

Membership in American Organizations
None
Some (1-2)
Many (3+)

50.0 (34)
51.7 (60)
53.4 (58)

Membership in Greek Organizations
None
Some (1+)

55.2 (105)
44.0 ( 47)

Descent of Wife
Non-Greek (American)
Greek

50.8 (63)
58.9 (73)

1.06

aOf those who had sons, about two-thirds gave their rust sons the paternal grandfather's
rust name, which is the Greek practice.

ceiving the higher weight. The scores were then summated over the 12 items,
and the measure was subjected to the usual tests. 31 Although the distribution
of the scores was skewed toward the non-assirnilationist pole, the scale was
methodologically adequate. Table 6 presents the comparison between the
respondent's assimilation orientation and his political attitude.
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Table 6. Assimilation Orientation and Attitude Toward Agnew
Degree of Assimilation Orientation
Low

Moderate

High

Chi-Square

(Percent Tolerant Toward Agnew)
54.7 (86)

57.5 (40)

34.6 (26)

3.88

In accord with the ethnicity hypothesis, the cultural retentionists tended
to be more positive toward Agnew; the trend, however, was neither highly
uniform nor statistically significant. In addition, other interpretations are possible. Education is not a factor since its correlation (r = .05) with assimilation
was unexpectedly low. On the other hand, assimilation orientation was associated (r = -.26) with authoritarianism; the less assimilated were more authoritarian. When the assimilation hypothesis was tested under the two conditions
of authoritarianism, the original trend — although non-significant — persisted
only under the low authoritarian condition. The contingent results reduced
further the importance of ethnicity as a factor in attitude toward Agnew.
Two concrete indicators of ethnicity which were used to tap the cognitive component were the respondent's "knowledge of Greek culture" and
"ingroup differentiation." In the former case, the respondent was asked several
open-ended questions about Greek culture, history, religion, language, holidays
(e.g. date of independence day, who uses the Katharevousa, meaning of Koliva,
Hasapiko, Stifato, and OHI day, etc.). The responses were scored by the investigator as correct or incorrect and were then submitted to the methodological
tests. 3 2 With the exception of some skewness toward the low-knowledge end
of the continuum, the measure was methodologically sufficient. The index of
"ingroup differentiation" assessed the person's tendency to distinguish between
the "cultural" and the "orthodox" Greek. To classify the respondents on this
trait, the researcher presented them with two hypothetical situations. Those
who felt that a person who goes only to the ethnic dances (but not to the
Church) can be as true a Greek as the one who goes both to the dances and to
the Church were defined as high on ingroup differentiation. It is instructive
that 83 (53%) of the respondents selected the cultural option in the two hypothetical situations. Table 7 evaluates the comparison between the two cognitive
indices of ethnicity and attitude toward Agnew.
A high score on both cognitive indicators is associated with negative
opinions about Agnew, although the association in regard to knowledge is not
significant. The results conform to the ethnicity prediction only in the case of
ingroup differentiation. However, both indicators were related to the respondent's amount of general education; the more educated were more tolerant of the
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Table 7. Cognitive Indicators and Attitude Toward Agnew
Chi-Square

Indicators
(Percent Tolerant Toward Agnew)
Knowledge About Greek Culture
Little
Some
Much

53.3 (75)
58.1 (43)
41.2 (34)

2.30

Ingroup Differentiation
Low (Orthodox)
Medium
High (Cultural)

67.3 (49)
60.0 (20)
41.0 (83)

9.19***

***Significant at the 2% level.

cultural Greek (r = .22) and also knew more about the Greek culture (r = .32).
The hypothesis was tested under the two conditions of education. The original
trend became significant under low education in the case of knowledge of Greek
culture, while in the case of ingroup differentiation the original trend remained significant (but lost some of its linearity) only in the high educational
subgroup. Once again the effects of ethnicity are limited by education.
Religion. Despite the split between the cultural and the Orthodox Greek
in the Greek-American sample, there has been a strong tendency in Greek history to equate religion (Orthodoxy) and nationality. Some of the reasons for
this equation include the following: the temporal primacy of Greeks as converts to Christianity, the subsequent Byzantine statism, the Ottoman millet
organization of subject groups, the assumed role of the Church in the 1821 War
of Independence against the Ottoman Turks, and the contemporary religious
homogeneity of Greece. The historical equation was, to some extent, found
in the present study since "ethnic" and "religious" indicators were correlated
with one another. Nonetheless, the writer felt that the religious factors could
be separately compared to the respondent's political attitudes as they have
been in the general American population. The religious factor was broken
down into three components, the communal which includes activities associated
with the Church, 33 the ritualistic which refers to the overt (ceremonial) behavioral aspects of religion, and the ideological which describes one's religious
beliefs. Past studies have shown these components to relate differentially to
political attitudes. The relationship between religion and politics is shown in
Table 8.
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Table 8. Religion and Attitude Toward Agnew
Chi-Square

Indicators
(Percent Tolerant Toward Agnew)
Communal
Years in Greek School
None
One to Four
Five+

60.6 (33)
55.4 (56)
44.4 (63)

2.67

Vote on the Church Sale
Yes
No

46.8 (79)
64.9 (37)

2.60

Contribution to New Churcha
None
Moderate
Large

52.8 (89)
43.3 (30)
57.6 (33)

1.34

Type of Church Membership
Non-Greek or None
Greek

53.7 (41)
51.4 (111)

Ritualistic
Church Attendance
Low (0-4 times
per year)
Moderate (6-12 times
per year)
High (26 to 52 times
per year)

56.5 (46)
46.7 (45)
52.5 (61)

Church Membership
None
Member

72.7 (22)
48.5 (130)

Godfather Frequency
Never
Once
Two-Nine times

53.6 (56)
47.7 (44)
53.8 (52)

444**
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Table 8. Religion and Attitude Toward Agnew (Continued)
Chi-Square

Indicators
(Percent Tolerant Toward Agnew)
Ideological
Belief in Religious Miracles
No
Doubt
Yes

48.1 (52)
54.3 (46)
53.7 (54)

Belief in Christ's Divinity
No
Doubt
Yes

29.4 (17)
56.0 (25)
54.5 (110)

3.92

**Significant at the 5% level.
aThe data were collected "unobtrusively" from the Church pledge board which showed the
amount pledged and the amount paid by each individual. An index was formed combining
the amount pledged and the amount paid. This index was, as one would expect, strongly
associated with the respondent's reported annual income (r = .41).

None of the communal variables was significantly associated with attitudes
toward Agnew; there was a tendency, however, for those who went to Greek
school longer to be more negative toward Agnew. 34 The trend could be due to
the fact that those who had more Greek schooling also had more general education (r = .16). When general education was taken into account, the initial
relationship between Greek schooling and anti-Agnew attitudes was retained
only among those with low general education.
The negative findings in regard to the communal factors also went
counter to two other hypotheses: the ethnicity and the status hypotheses.
The decision to sell the Avondale Church (See Footnote 33) and the amount of
contribution to the new church in Finneytown were directly associated with
various indicators of Greekness. In addition, the two indicators were correlated with the respondent's reported annual income (r = .38 and .41 respectively).
The outcomes for the ritualistic component were also negative. Lenski's 35
finding of a direct association between church attendance and Republicanism
in his Detroit study was therefore not supported in the present study. Being
a frequent godfather also made no difference in political attitudes. The latter
non-finding indirectly challenges the status hypothesis since the more frequent
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godfathers reported higher incomes (r = .29). 36 One finding that challenged
the ethnicity prediction was the connection between church membership
(usually the Greek Church) and unfavorable attitudes toward Agnew. This
unexpected outcome cannot be attributed to either authoritarianism or education since the two variables were not correlated with church membership
(r = -.01 and .09). A possible explanation may inhere in the impact of the Jews
as a community reference group. The church-goers had more Jewish friends
and had more positive attitudes toward them than the church non-goers. As
we shall see below, those friendly toward the Jews were unfriendly toward
Agnew. But this interpretation does not harmonize well with the absence of
a stronger association between church membership and education which was
also accompanied by positive attitudes toward the Jews. The fact that Agnew
may have been considered a religious apostate by the church-goers is a possibility.
Of the two ideological indices, only "belief in Christ's divinity" approached
statistical significance; the believers were more favorable toward Agnew. This
trend conforms to that of Lenski in his Detroit study and gives some support
to his theory which claims that the Republicans are pre-occupied more with
symbols of religion and morality while the Democrats are more concerned
about political and economic issues. 3 7 Again, other factors may be relevant.
Education is not one of them since it was not correlated with the ideological
index (r = -.08). On the other hand, the more orthodox believers were more
authoritarian (r = .22), an association also observed by Photiadis and Johnson. 3
When the religious hypothesis is tested under two conditions of authoritarianism, the original trend becomes more direct-linear in the low authoritarian
condition (the believers like Agnew) and inverse-linear (the believers dislike
Agnew) in the high authoritarian condition. Although the higher-order trends
are not statistically significant, they do qualify the original finding in regard
to orthodoxy and suggest that the traditionalists may be negative toward
Agnew because of his lack of adherence to the Orthodox faith.
Minority Attitudes. The final set of data to be related to political attitudes includes the respondent's attitudes toward two racial-religious minorities: the Jews and the blacks. Their minority attitudes were assessed by a
method analogous to that used to measure attitudes toward Agnew, except for
the fact that the respondents were provided with five agreement categories.
To measure attitudes toward the Jews, 11 statements tapping the seclusive,
intrusive, personally-offensive, and socially-threatening images of Jews were
used . 3 9 All the statements were stated in a negative way, and disagreement with
them meant favorable attitudes toward the Jews. To measure attitudes toward the blacks, the respondents were presented with 15 social distance and
stereotype items. An example of a stereotype item is the following: Negroes
would solve a lot of their social problems if they weren't so lazy. Social distance tapped the respondent's willingness to accept blacks in such areas as the
community, the neighborhood, in school, at swimming pools, as work foremen, as city mayors, as dinner guests, as co-dwellers, and as marriage partners. 4°
In contrast to the Jewish target group, the items referring to the blacks were
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stated in both negative and positive ways, and the favorable response was
given the higher weight. Both of the measures met the reliability criteria, but
some questions could be raised about their high reproducibility due to the
skewness of the two distributions toward the positive pole 41 As in the general
American population, the two measures were highly intercorrelated (r = .56),
i.e. those who were positive toward the Jews also tended to be positive toward
the blacks. Table 9 compares attitudes toward the two minority groups to
attitudes toward Agnew.
.

Table 9. Minority Attitudes and Attitude Toward Agnew
Attitude Toward Minorities

Indicator
Negative

Moderate

Chi-Square

Positive

(Percent Tolerant Toward Agnew)
Jews
Blacks

68.2 (44)
64.4 (49)

62.9 (35)
58.1 (62)

37.0 (73)
22.0 (41)

12.86****
21.68*****

****Significant at the 1% level.
*****Significant at the 01% leveL

The respondents who were favorable toward the Jews and the blacks
were unfavorable toward Agnew. The relationships were highly significant and
uniform in both cases; and the product-moment correlation was higher in the
case of black attitudes (r = -.32) than in the case of attitudes toward Jews
(r = -.22). The data suggest that Nixon's "Southern Strategy," of which Agnew's "law and order" campaign was an integral part, evoked racist attitudes
and was indeed instrumental in the 1972 electoral victory.
As in previous studies, attitudes toward the blacks was correlated with
authoritarianism and level of education; the more educated (r = .37) and the
less authoritarian (r = -.37) were more tolerant toward the racial minority.'"
The racial-prejudice hypothesis was tested under two conditions of authoritarianism, education, and attitudes toward the Jews. Although the higher-order
results were somewhat attenuated, they retained their original direction in five
out of six comparisons and most of them (four out of six) were significant
at the 5% level. The stability of the results gives extra weight to the meaning
of Agnew's campaign for the blacks.
Attitude toward the Jews was also correlated with authoritarianism
(r = -.33) and educational level (r = .18); the more educated and the less
authoritarian were more tolerant toward the Jews. When the Jewish prejudice
hypothesis was tested under the two conditions of the three correlated variables
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(attitude toward the blacks, authoritarianism, and education), the results maintained their original inverse direction in four out of six comparisons and their
statistical significance at the 5% level in two out of six cases. The data suggest
that Agnew's attacks upon the "intellectuals," the "mass media," and the "eastern establishment," may have had anti-semitic overtones over and above the
perception of Jews as participants in the peace and civil rights movements of the
1960s. The correlation between attitudes toward the Jews and attitudes toward Agnew may be peculiar to the Cincinnati community where the Jews
have been relatively prominent. On the other hand, the positive attitudes toward the two minority groups and the corresponding negative attitudes toward
a basically authoritarian conservative figure such as Agnew may simply reflect
the humanitarian attitudes of the more educated respondents. 4 3
Summary and Conclusions
The present research compared, statistically, several factors with attitudes
toward a conservative political personality — Agnew. First, there was no association between such socioeconomic factors as income, occupation, residential
status, and mobility and attitudes toward Agnew. Secondly, educational
level was strongly associated with negative attitudes toward Agnew. Thirdly,
the more authoritarian respondents were more pro-Agnew, although the finding
was not uniform and was contingent upon educational level. Fourthly, ethnoreligious attachment (whether to the Greek or to the American culture) was
not, generally, accompanied by more positive attitudes toward Agnew. The
paucity of findings in this area may be attributed to the ambiguous ethnoreligious identity of Agnew whose ethnic heritage and religious apostasy may
have evoked both pride and hostility in the Greek-American sample. Finally,
the most powerful and uniform predictors of attitudes toward the Vice Presdent were the Greek-American's attitudes toward two minority groups — the
Jews and the blacks, with the correlation between attitudes toward blacks and
Agnew being stronger than that between attitudes toward the Jews and Agnew.
The data pointed to the greater relevance of Agnew's "law and order" campaign in the suppression of black progress.
The overall pattern of "findings," especially those pertaining to economic factors and attitudes toward the minority groups, tends to reinforce
Arthur Schlesinger's" placement of Agnew in the area of "status politics"
which revolve "around personal values and folkways, social aspirations, religious
traditions, and ethnic identifications" in contrast to "interest politics" which
deal more with political and economic issues. Schlesinger's classification scheme
was preceded by analogous distinctions made by Vilfredo Pareto (persistence
of aggregates vs. combinations), Max Weber (traditional vs. rational action),
and Karl Marx (class-in-itself vs. class-for-itself). For Marx, a class-for-itself
behaves solely in terms of its economic interests and represents a high state of
class identification, polarization, and consciousness!' s
Although the data of the present study may justify Schlesinger's classification of Agnew, some caveats are in order. Studies of the general American
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population, whether they are based on attitudinal surveys or voting behavior,
have not found consistent correlations in accordance with economic interests. 46
Moreover, the working classes have at times been found to be authoritarian and
racist, which is one of the reasons for the development of "new left" politics.
On the other hand, one must not ignore the primary cause of these correlations
and must apprehend the "class" basis of status politics. Agnew's distinction 47
between "positive division" (based on an individual's abilities, talents, and interests) and "negative division" (based on group — age, race, and class interests)
is consistent with the "American Dream" ideology and was directed against
the class organization of the underclasses — especially the blacks.
An important question for future research would be to evaluate the impact of Agnew's white collar criminality not only upon the Greek Americans
but also upon the general American population. It represents a blatant exposure of status politics in the service of class politics. Whether or not the electorate will become more class-conscious remains to be seen. The Greek
Americans themselves, most of whom are economically established, may regard
Agnew as the scapegoat victim for Nixon's Watergate problems and, in addition, may consider his behavior as normal in the context of America's competitive "two-party" politics. Such interpretations are more likely to be made by
Greek-Americans since an admission of Agnew's criminality would run counter
to their reputation as a law-abiding minority. This same reputation, however,
may force some Greek-Americans to dissociate Agnew from the Greek heritage but without necessarily denying the "normality" of his individual behavior
within the context of America's politics. The existence and persistence of
such individualistic and superficial explanations especially among the underclasses, irrespective of their racial and ethnic background, would indeed constitute a victory for the tradition of status politics in the U. S. It is, therefore,
incumbent upon the "radical-liberals" to point out the structural (monopolycapitalism) class-basis of both Watergate and Agnew's criminality, to expose
any facile interpretations in terms of status politics, and to introduce progressive third party alternatives to the traditional "two-party" system.
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[This advertisement by the R. J. Reynolds Company adorns the billboards along the miin
arteries in most cities in the U. S. It is probably no coincidence that a plehora of these
signs have appeared after the July-August 1974 massacre of the Greek Cypriots by the
Turkish Army. The ad also exploits the stereotype of the Turks (Moslems) as pleasureseekers at any price. Somehow, the billboard is supposed to make us forget the Surgeon
General's warning that "smoking is dangerous to our health." The ad not only disparages
the general Turkish population but is also offensive to the Greek Americans who are sensitive about the brutal attack by the expansionist right-wing Turkish Army. It seems that
the R. J. Reynolds Co. has taken advantage of the visibility factor and some traditional
stereotypes of the Turks to increase its sales among the general American population.
This is par for the course for monopoly-capitalism. The Greek-American community
has been up in arms over the ad and has even considered boycots. As a result of the protest, the President of the Company said, "Obviously it is not our intention to utilize advertising which is offensive or causes humiliation or anguish particularly due to religious,
nationalistic, or ethnic beliefs" (National Herald, 6/8/75). He promised to do everything
possible to remove the offensive ad. Two weeks later and the expletive has not been
deleted, at least not in Indianapolis. — N.P.I

STRATIS TSIRKAS, THE VOICE FROM THE CELLAR
by Thomas Doulis

Every nation has memories, ranging from great defeats to discreditable
moments, that it tries to forget and that its institutions, in which the state's
past is stored, try to disguise, distort or bury. This is particularly true of a
nation as vulnerable to foreign opinion and as full of illusions about itself as
Greece. It is difficult to hear minority opinions (often considered unpatriotic, if not treasonous) under circumstances when the press is free; it is virtually
impossible to hear them during repressive regimes since one of the important
functions of official culture is that of suppressing dangerous memories or "interpreting" and "adapting" them so that they are no longer threatening to the
national self-esteem. This is as true of democratic countries as it is of those
controlled by dictatorial regimes, of course; and there are many examples, in
the textbooks and mass media of the great democracies, of "modification" and
even of suppression of facts and of interpretations threatening to the national
image. The dissenter, in attempting to rescue from darkness a part of his nation's past, is performing a duty that is usually harmful to his career and frequently dangerous to his person. But his voice, coming from the cellar to
which he has been relegated, is often the only one that can provide the serious
student with crucial facts (and not solely with interpretations) that suddenly
permit him to make sense of an event that otherwise would have remained a
puzzle.
The only danger in this case is that the newcomer is apt to overvalue the
dissenter's interpretation becuase the voice of the suppressed seems to be the
only one saying what is relevant. But this is a stricture that applies only to
discursive literature, which requires factual proof, comparison with other
sources, assessment of the author's credibility in other spheres and, finally, an
overall coherence of view as compared to the views of others. In other words,
how many questions does one author answer that are ignored by the other
writers in the field?
In creative literature, however, these tests of scholarship do not apply
with such force. Historical accuracy is not the most significant quality of a
novel. If it were, the writer's imagination would be limited to and shackled
by fact. The novel's strength, on the contrary, is its ability to persuade the
reader that the characters he is reading about are convincing human beings
with genuine problems, inhabiting a society that is rendered, though not necessarily with verisimilitude, nevertheless with forceful and coherent plausibility.
It is this power to resemble reality and to impose the writer's imaginative version of the past upon the collective memory of the nation that makes the
novelist, and specifically the social novelist, such a threat to a repressive
regime, where he is frequently paid the dubious honor of being banned. His
works are withdrawn from circulation, not only because they are often about
forbidden topics, but because the form he uses is more persuasive than official
history. It is a dreadful power, the ability to circumvent and deny the pervasive
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authority of a state to modify, suppress, explain and elaborate upon the past!
By now it is a platitude to say that the novelist appears when the culture
of which he considers himself an integral part and in which his loyalties are
rooted is about to be overwhelmed by history. This attempt to recapture the
past, to explain the significance of its loss, is what lends that special poignancy
to the novelist's vision. Through art, the reader, who may be foreign to the
novelist's world and his time, can live emotionally and intellectually within
the penumbra of the vision's authenticity. Stratis Tsirkas, a novelist of European
stature and preoccupations, writes about a world that is irrevocably gone, and
Alexandria, "the Capital of Memory" as Lawrence Durrell calls the great city
in Justine, is part of his theme. For Tsirkas, however, whose familial ties to
Egypt go back almost a century, Alexandria, Cairo and Jerusalem are homelands,
"drifting cities" to which he is anchored by culture and by race. But Tsirkas'
loyalties are more complex: as an ideological man, he grew up in that historical
period when British imperialism possessed the feverish strength that made its
future collapse seem improbable, when national movements of Arab liberation
were growing but constantly suppressed, and when the Greek communities
seemed so strongly rooted in Egypt. The Second World War was the titanic
struggle that speeded up the historical processes; it is from this world, redolent
of decadence, brutality, and idealism, that Stratis Tsirkas emerges.
With Nourendin Bomba (Alexandria, 1957), a splendid novella about the
Egyptian struggle for political independence, Tsirkas found himself as a writer.
His major theme had drifted in and out of his work previously, but the novella
of Arab nationalism was his first attempt to focus not only on the sufferings of
the Greek leftists (in stories like "The Sleep of the Thresher," "Evening Conversation," "Turnabout," and "Village with Cabins") or to recapture and thus
comprehend the exclusively Greek past in Alexandria (in stories like "The
Green Paradise"), but to see outward to those other inhabitants of Egypt, the
Arab and the Copt. For the first time Tsirkas' social instincts were clearly fused
with his "national" orientation. Before Nourendin Bomba, he was primarily a
Greek writer of modest ambitions who wrote in the Greek language about the
Greeks of Egypt; after this novel, he slowly became aware of the scope and complexity that his knowledge of Egypt could provide his fiction.
The theme of Nourendin Bomba is the awakening of the national hero, a
felucca boatman on the Nile, who learns about the nature of imperialism in
Egypt and becomes the first foe of the British. Colonial society, from the
pashas and owners of textile mills down to the serf-like fellahin and nomadic
Bedouin, is illustrated by vivid scenes that exhibit the struggles of a despoiled
and suppressed nation, still in the state of feudalism, to rouse itself to a national
consciousness. Nourendin Bomba is a story dense with incident and relatively
light on reflection. But reflection might only have lengthened the novella without adding more substance.
As a writer of short fiction Tsirkas is a minor talent, having written only
a few short stories that are able to leap the boundaries of his national culture.
His importance, and his discovery of himself as a major writer, was revealed
with a fascinating study, Cavafy and His Time, 2 which together with Nourendin
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Bomba brought him to his great theme: Egypt and the last days of the Greek

communities there. His personal history and his political orientation were
merged with the fate of his people in the culture he considered his own.
Thus, Drifting Cities, the trilogy by which he will be judged in Greek literature,
can be considered the result of his five-year labor on Cavafy and His Time, as
much a history of Modern Egypt, Alexandrian Hellenism, and the British invasion of 1882 as it is about Constantine Cavafy, one of the great poets of his
race.
Greek novelists write trilogies because Greek historians have not written
adequately about their nation's history and Greek sociologists have not managed to make comprehensible the forces shaping Greek society. So much of the
nation's present and recent past is unknown or deliberately ignored (certainly
because it is controversial and probably because it is dangerous) that the novelists consider it incumbent upon themselves to buttress their narratives with a
defense of their philosophical and political views. What better form than the
trilogy, which allows the writer the scope for scenic panorama, for ideological
argument, for social commentary, and for historical background? In Drifting
Cities Tsirkas has expressed an attitude obfuscated by the official history of
the Greek State. Besides its excellence as a literary work, therefore, the trilogy's
great value is as a counter-cultural interpretation of historical events that have
shaped Greece since the Metaxas dictatorship (1936-1940), the Second World
War, and the German Occupation.
There are three major themes in Drifting Cities, each of which is reflected
in the character and the history of the trilogy's leading figure, Manos Simonidis.
The political theme, the struggle for power in Greece after the Germans are defeated, is by far the most complex treatment of this issue from the Left. 3 The
second, the racial theme, concentrates on the Greek community and the last
days of Hellenism in Egypt. The sexual theme, played as it is against the noise
of war, makes up the not-always consistent philosophy of how an honorable
man confronts the powerful emotional forces within him. That the trilogy is
not fully satisfying is less significant than the sense of a drifting, unmoored
world Tsirkas manages to recreate. In its pages the reader senses the colossal
whirlpool of history: empires war against each other conventionally on the vast
desert battlefields of North Africa or unconventionally, with their intelligence
networks, in the fashionable clubs of Jerusalem, Cairo, and Alexandria; Arab
nationalism grows, comes into conflict with the British Empire, and confronts
tentatively the other communities with which it will soon collide, the Greeks
and the Jews of Palestine. Compared to the slender, self-conscious fiction of
the present, the enormous canvas of Drifting Cities, in spite of its weaknesses,
reminds us of what a novel is still capable of doing. It is an ideological novel,
more in the French tradition (one thinks immediately of Aragon and Sartre)
than in the Modern Greek, but Tsirkas comes from cosmopolitan Alexandria
(he was influenced by French thought very early in his career.) 4
Manos Simonidis is a man of his time. Like the mass of Greek soldiers,
he escapes from Nazi-occupied Greece to the Middle East and there tries to keep
alive in the army the democratic ideals that were suppressed during the four
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years under Metaxas. In The Fighter, the newsletter he writes, Manos clearly
analyzes the political issues that confront the officers and men and succeeds in
unifying an army composed of individual refugee-soldiers. He convinces them
that an organization exists, composed of men who have considered the problems
Greece will face before the homeland is liberated and fascism defeated. The
future of their country, they realize, will once again be dependent on their decisions. For this they must educate themselves. It is not only important that
Hitler be defeated, they are led to understand, but that the political complexion
of Europe, and particularly of Greece, be changed as well.
In his personal quest for a clearer analysis of issues, which is an important presupposition of democratic freedoms, Manos has two opponents, both devious and powerful, for whose interests the Greek army becomes an instrument.
The first is Peter, an English major of intelligence, who considers himself
a philhellene and whose mission it is to employ the Greek army as a tool for the
fulfillment of the long-range strategy of Britain. But "philhellene" is a vague
word. The old joke that the distinction between a philhellene and a classicist
is that the philhellene loves the living Greeks while the classicist prefers them
dead is not quite true because Peter is a philhellene with a difference: he is a
friend of Greek culture, modern and ancient (he also has an affair with the
available, attractive and politically ambitious Dora Mertakis), but he has contempt for the Greeks themselves. "Don't get mixed up in Greek affairs," he tells
Nancy — who eventually becomes Simonidis' wife — "don't be swayed by your
love of ancient things, by the humanistic sentiments of our universities. You
haven't lived with the Greeks . . . those of today, I mean .... As honorable as
they are in their everyday behavior, that's how beastly they are in politics.
They are barbaric, raw, wild."
Thus, he senses no conflict in fulfilling orders from his superiors to destroy the Greek army that should represent the interests of its own nation.
Now, during the final stages of World War II, the declining British Empire must
by all means frantically continue to direct the fates of the peoples of the Middle East for its own benefit and to their own harm. Peter is a divided man,
though, and it is a mark of his personal blindness that he is not fully aware of
this process. In this portrait of the "anti-philhellene," Tsirkas has created an
important character-type, one seldom encountered in Greek literature. His
antithesis in British intelligence is Dr. Robert Richards, a scholar whose unqualified love for Greece and respect for the ideals Manos Simonidis represents
eventually destroys him. Dr. Richards dies a hero and a martyr and compels
the reader to remember that Lord Byron was both.
The second threat, even more insidious than the first, comes in the person
of the little Man ("The Anthropoid"), the Stalinist leader of a cell, who secretly works with the British against his fellow Greeks at the orders of someone
in the network in order to compromise the democratic movement and destroy
the fighting effectiveness of the Greek army, all for eventual Soviet bargaining
power with Churchill.
The Greeks, at first encouraged by the news that DeGaulle and the French
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communists had begun having meetings that may result in the formation of a
coalition government, suddenly see their hopes destroyed when the intelligence
ministry (the most important post since it controlled the personal history
files) is given to Mertakis, Dora's husband. This is done, according to Tsirkas,
not by the British-backed rightist, Emmanuel Tsouderos, but by the maritime
union leader, Foteros, on orders from the Little Man. A deal had evidently
been made somewhere at a higher level in the network, and the members of the
committee, who begin suspecting the Little Man's role in all this, find themselves
being followed by British jeeps.
The ring had been broken. Dr. Richards, who had been helping Manos,
is caught by four Highland Scots, brutally beaten, taken to the police station
and pressed to sign a statement admitting his homosexuality. He refuses to do
so, is beaten again, but eventually released. Manos was alone in suspecting
the deviousness of the Little Man from the beginning, but his inability to convince his friends until too late of the correctness of his suspicions is his tragic
defeat.
This is shown again in the epic forced march of the two Hellenic brigades. The British commander, General Wilson, wanting the Greek soldiers far
away from Cairo, orders them on a brutal trek across three hundred kilometers
of blazing desert from Damascus to Palmyra to the Euphrates. A British regiment, condemned earlier to this very punishment for having hanged their major,
was left with forty out of the seven hundred who began the march. If the
Greeks revolt, the British will have an excuse to imprison them behind barbed
wire, as they did units of the Yugoslav army that were backing Tito. If,
instead of rebelling, they break from the exhaustion of the march, they wouldaccording to British reasoning — be more pliable. But the Brigades do neither.
They arrive at their goal, still maintaining their discipline and their ideals. The
British plan has failed. Some soldiers are then conveniently discovered to be
carrying loaded weapons (they had been compelled to march with full field
gear), and this violation provides the British with the pretext to disband the
brigade. How did the shells get into the weapons? The implication is that
someone wanted the brigade disbanded badly enough: either the Communists
or the British had therefore secretly loaded the rifles.
Drifting Cities is a tragedy, not only because the events are tragic, but
because Manos Simonidis is a man of reason and can see the tragedy approaching. He does not wear the blinders of ideology. Marked by the intellectual's
curse, he is able to see farther than his less educated comrades and possesses
little of their certitude and confidence. A man of the cultivated middle class,
Manos does not have the dogmatism of the Little Man or the puritanism of the
others, a life-hatred that seems to be a result of imprisonment in the jails of
Metaxas. It is the sensitivity of Manos Simonidis that makes the trilogy a
tragic one, for we see the chaos of war and betrayal through his point of view.
The war is a labyrinth through which he must discover a path, not only for himself, but for the nation he loves, which deserves a free, democratic way of life.
There is another thread to Manos, but this comes through his maleness, his
sexuality. While hiding out in Frau Feldman's pension in Jerusalem in The
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C7ub, the first volume of the trilogy, he meets the beautiful Emory von

Bobretzberg, whose diplomat-husband is a follower of the Hapsburgs and is
playing a double game with Hitler and the Allies, trying to arrange a separate
peace using the Pope and Van Pappen to guarantee the restoration of monarchy
in Austro-Hungary. Hans, a man of puritanical morality and probably impotent, compels Emmy, by his coldness, to seek lovers among the many men she
meets in their travels. Emmy's personal life is a shambles and the insatiable desires of her body lead her to the ultimate in self-abnegation. Yet, despite her
desire for degradation, she believes in an idealized love, which she finds, ironically, in the bed of Adam, a brutalizing pimp. She fmds love with a man who, had
he not been murdered first, would have sold her body to others. It is she whom
Manos loves, with a love not consummated before she meets the evil Adam.
Helpless under the power of a corruption she has unconsciously needed, she
loses what little self-control she possessed and begins living only for the narcotic sexual pleasure Adam can provide her.
Wounded in his deepest self, Manos fmds himself disoriented briefly.
Emmy has almost succeeded in swerving him from the course he has to take.
She fails because he sees that her personal degradation is merely an analogue for
the vast forces now preparing to battle for world mastery in the North African
desert. His personal loss, a romantic feeling of betrayed love, is a minor torment compared to the titanic struggle awaiting the armies at El Alamein.
But if there are many minotaurs in the labyrinth, Manos has an Ariagne 5
to help guide him. If Manos is swept about by the whirlwind of history,
Ariagne is the quiet center. A woman of complexity, nobility, and force, she
seizes the reader's attention as soon as she appears and captivates him with
her personality and the life-wisdom she carries within her. Ariagne, the achievement of Tsirkas' fiction, saves Manos, like her ancient namesake, when he is
spiritually and actually lost in the labyrinth of Cairo. Wounded near El
Alamein, he is nursed back to psychological health by Ariagne.
A woman of the lower class, wife of a man she can no longer respect,
she ° continues to maintain her belief, untarnished after decades of poverty and
defeat, in man's essential goodness. When the son of the Arab nationalist,
Yunes, is run down in the street because of his father's political activities,
Ariagne goes into mourning. Her twin daughters, generally vain and self-seeking,
remonstrate with her for embarrassing them and threatening to check their ordinary middle class ambitions. When they refuse to accompany her to the Moslem cemetery, Ariagne confronts them with the truth about themselves.
.. Who do you think we are? I was a kitchen maid when he [their fattier]
married me, and I've remained a kitchen maid, and he's no better; he's been
a waiter all his life. Have you forgotten where you were born? Have you
forgotten the stink and mud you grew up in? Do you know I still watch out
for the middle boards in the floor, for fear I might break a leg, even though
I've had a tiled floor for seven years now? 6

Ariagne is surrounded by petty men: her husband, Dionisis, is a narrow
opportunist, a dogmatist who — in spite of his socialism — looks upon the Arabs
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among whom he lives as threats to the marginal income he earns as a waiter.
Ignoring his professions of idealism, he, as a leader of the waiters' union, had
reached an agreement with the British police, representing the interests of the
restaurateurs and hotel managers, that the recently hired Berber busboys were
not to threaten the positions of the European waiters. The strike succeeded:
the Berbers were to be the personal servants of the waiters and might never
become waiters themselves. For this achievement Dionisis was proud. When
Manos Simonidis asked why the waiters did not try to absorb the Berbers into
their union, Dionisis replied, "To do what with them? To open their eyes?
What would be the good of that . . .? This isn't Greece. The native needs a
clubbing to fear you, otherwise you're lost." His son, Stamatis, is as corrupt
as he. Only Mihalis, the oldest son, the friend of Manos, can match his mother,
Ariagne, in iron will and humanity.
It is Ariagne who informs us about the loss of the homeland that was
Egypt, for it is she who clearly sees its coming. This uneducated woman sees
the end of the Greek community in the Middle East when the leaders of that
community blindly think that life will go on as usual after the Second World
War. What have the Greeks — and the other Europeans — saved by rejecting the
Egyptians as their equals in the social and economic life of their own country?
.. Why call them brutes? Why invoke the whip? Wherever there's suffering
and sweat and tears, there's humanity, isn't there? Why do you dig this
ditch between you and them, why do you keep apart? Where is this sort of
thinking going to lead you? I am so afraid. I would like to be dead. I
don't want to see it happen. The day will come. I can see the crowds
jostling on the pier, surrounded by mountains of suitcases and bundles and
mattresses. And behind them, the graves of parents, grandparents, small
children, left to the mercy of God. Left without an oil lamp, without even
a bucket of water to quench their thirsty bones. And all the toil, the festive
occasions, the daily worries of a lifetime — fifty, eighty, a hundred years
— left behind, even though you may think you're taking them away with you,
hurriedly nailing up makeshift wooden trunks with your furniture and clothes
and pots and pans and foolish little keepsakes . . . . Well, you won't have
saved a thing. All you'll save is lifeless objects that once bore witness to
what you were. You'll prop them up under another sky and you'll find that
they've turned dumb; they won't speak to you the way they used to . . .
Mark my words, once you've lived a lifetime in a particular place, in a particular way, it's over and done with, you can't start again somewhere else.
Because that lifetime is all bound up with smells and lights, sunshine and
rain, and most of all, with people. And these things will stay behind, and
you'll miss them. You'll wander around like the unburied dead, looking for
a ditch to tumble into and come to rest .. . . 7

Ariagne is the core around which the book revolves. Manos' meeting
with her, after being wounded in love and war, is like Antaeus' touching earth.
He leaves, strengthened in his purpose and ennobled, whole again, able to love
when he meets Nancy, the woman who will bear his child. He has met a woman,
a proletarian Greek woman, who will live in the literature of the modern
Hellenes.
Nancy, Lady Campbell, is a representative of an empire beginning to take
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the same downward course as the Austro-Hungarian. She, too, has been betrayed,
not by her body as Emmy has — for Nancy loves the men she goes with — but
by her historical fate. Committed to social justice and unable to love her husband, whom she married on the rebound, she loses her first lover in Spain,
fighting against Franco, and her second at El Alamein. Her third, Manos, will
die in the Greek Civil War.
It is in The Bat, the third part of the trilogy, that Tsirkas' great vision begins to lose its clarity. The tragedy is still there, even more poignant as a matter
of fact, because the British — and, according to Tsirkas, specifically Churchill —
decide to disband the Greek army and fleet under threat of bombardment. The
Greek armed forces are betrayed, and this betrayal is to result in the bloodly
civil strife that the liberation of Greece will bring. But Manos Simonidis is no
longer in the foreground, and the economy and insight that had characterized
The Cub (despite the unconvincing gimmick that concludes the first volume)
and Ariagne are not as evident in The Bat, possibly because of the introduction
of Paraschos, a cousin of Manos, who destroys the focus Tsirkas had maintained
in his major character, a clarity somewhat dulled by the powerful Ariagne.
It is Paraschos, a thoughtful but ultimately ineffectual bourgeois, who is
to blame for the descent of Drifting Cities into triviality and verbosity. He
not only manages to blur the precision Simonidis had for the reader in The
Club, but wrenches the reader back into an Alexandria that is no longer the
clear, almost clinically rational world that was Tsirkas' achievement; instead,
the reader fords himself inhabiting a sort of mythic never-never land that only
writers like Stratis Myrivilis seem able to bring off.
Interestingly enough the weaknesses that characterize Drifting Cities are
also present in that other major novel sequence about Alexandria, Lawrence
Durrell's Alexandrian Quartet. For all their differences, these two works have
much in common besides the same locale. Of course, the impact of the great
Constantine Cavafy is unmistakable in both novels, though it is clear that the
Anglo-Irishman has been influenced more by the erotic Cavafy, the poet of memory and loss, while the Greek has been interested more in the political Cavafy,
finding support for his own ideological orientation in what he believes, as seen
in Cavafy and His Times, to be the poet's submerged political messages.
Both central characters, Simonidis and Darley, are educated in the ways
of love by "fatal women" during their long fictional existence, the former by
Emmy and the latter by Justine. They must be harmed before they can find a
more complete and less exclusively sexual love in Nancy and Clea. Yet, possibly
because other interests intervened for the writers (a common occurrence in
multi-volume novels), both men seem to lose credibility and vividness as the
novels progress. Darley and Simonidis pale from volume to volume until the
former virtually disappears in Clea and the latter becomes a cardboard figure
by The Bat. 8
It is not unusual for novels of such great scope and so many characters
to reveal structural weaknesses or occasional dull passages, and a critic would be
on treacherous ground, indeed, if he had to defend as important only those
novels during whose reading his interest never wavered. This is not the place
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for extended commentary on The Alexandrian Quartet. There have been
many assessments of Durrell's over-rated tetralogy, and the reader who wants to
pursue this work is directed to them. Drifting Cities, however, has been released
to the English-speaking world with little promotion and hardly any mention.
It is appropriate, therefore, that this study be concluded with the problems
Stratis Tsirkas had to confront.
His aesthetic task was to recreate a world, with its social tensions, political
conflicts, and human anguish, that was totally unknown to the non-Greek reader
and — because of the suppression or modification of facts — misunderstood by the
Greek. In the absence of a commonly accepted history, Stratis Tsirkas had to
recreate a world that is forever lost. It is a measure of the greatness of Drifting
Cities that this half-forgotten world, with its passions, its ideological struggles,
and its sense impressions, is once again available to us through the experience
of art.
Footnotes
1. In this essay I will limit myself to discussing the work of Stratis Tsirkas, particularly
Drifting Cities, as a work of literary art. I am not equipped by training to step beyond
the world of the novel into the actual events of the Greek army's revolt in the Middle
East. It is enough to say that the trilogy was immediately banned after the coup of
April 21, 1967. When the author of this essay, as part of the Fulbright Scholar's Year
in Greece, lectured on Tsirkas at the Hellenic American Union in 1968, he was visited
before the lecture by the Security Police in an obvious attempt to intimidate him. The
essay was written in 1969 and revised prior to its being published in Journal of the
Hellenic Diaspora. Since that time the trilogy has been published in France, was honored with the prize for the best foreign novel of the year, and has been published in the
United States by Alfred Knopf in the fine translation of Kay Cicellis.
2. Published in 1958 and awarded the National Prize.
3. The reader interested in other views of the same issue is directed to Revolution and Defeat by D. George Kousoulas, The Greek Civil War by Edgar O'Ballance, The Apple of
Discord by C. M. Woodhouse, Closing the Ring, and "The Greek Torment" by Winston Churchill, Hellinikes Anomalies sti Mesi Anatoli by Emmanuel Tsouderos, Emmanuel Tsouderos by Bias Venezis, 0 Doureois Hippos by Komninos Pyromanglou,
Le Drama de la Resistance Grecque by E. N. Tzelepy, Hellines Polemistes sti Mesi
Anatoli by Basil Nefeloudis, Greece: American Dilemma and Opportunity by L. S.
Stavrianos, and The Capetanios by Eudes.
4. The French recognized this influence, not only awarding Drifting Cities the Critics
Prize, but also placing it in its ideological context.
5. According to Tsirkas, the name is a variant of "Ariadne." Volume U of Drifting
Cities bears Ariagne's name. Volume I is entitled I Leshi (The Club) and Volume III

I Nihterida (The Bat).
6. Drifting Cities, a Trilogy by Stratis Tsirkas, translated from the Greek by Kay Cicellis,
Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1974, p. 421. (Ariagne).
7. Ariagne, pp. 272-273.
8. Time, which Durrell and Tsirkas want to capture, seems to evade both writers. Durrell
reveals his inability to seize time in two ways: one, by his splendid descriptive powers,
always precise when sketching a scene in snap-shot fashion, but unable to show time's
flow; and two, by his heavy insistence on showing time's flow by documenting his
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characters' physical changes. Balthazar loses teeth, Clea loses a hand, Nessim loses a
finger and an eye, Semira gains a nose (and interestingly becomes a doll surgeon), Justine has a stroke which causes her eyelids to droop. Dailey comes through, not only
unscratched, but improved by the years. He does not stoop any more, for one thing,
and his eyes improve. "And your spectacles?" Clea asks. "I broke them by accident
years ago and found out I didn't really need them." This fact would interest an optometrist very much. Tsirkas is not guilty of such obvious "aging," but he resorts to an
epilogue that is stunning in its inability to convince the reader. Most of the characters
who have survived the war in Egypt now find themselves exiled in Greece, suppressed by
a triumphant right-wing government of Alexander Papagos, broken by history, and
acting like puppets in a lifeless set, a pageant of misery that fails in its tragic intention.

A NEW SERIES ON MODERN GREEK PROBLEMS
Marios Nikolinakos, in collaboration with a new Greek publishing house
(AVRIO) and a group of young progressive intellectuals, has undertaken
the task of publishing a new series on MODERN GREEK PROBLEMS.
The primary purpose of this group is to bring to the Greek public political, economic, sociological, historical works, etc. (includes dissertations)
which have been published outside of Greece. Works can either be translated by the author him(her)self or can be submitted in the original language. For more specific information concerning publication contract,
royalties, etc., write directly to Dr. Marios Nikolinakos, 1 Berlin 45, Osdorfer Str., Germany.
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THE GREEK ECONOMY UNDER THE DICTATORSHIP
(1967-1974): AN OVERVIEW*
by Vasilis Kafiris

In the decade before the dictatorship the Greek economy, especially its
monetary structure, was generally healthy. Between 1961 and 1966, Greece's
GNP rose at an average annual rate of 7% and per capita domestic product increased by 6.3% annually at constant 1958 prices. Industrial production also
increased by 9% annually while prices were contained to an annual increase of
only 3%. Yet despite the monetary stability, there were some structural deficiencies which could undermine the long-term stability and growth of the economy. For example, in order to maintain monetary stability, the right-wing
Caramanlis government maintained wages and salaries at a very low level. The
government had also concentrated its investments on less productive infrastructural projects such as roads and electrification and on tourism and industry. In
addition, despite the attention given to industry, industrial growth was not
substantial. The above deficiencies created unemployment and increased the
rate of emigration. During the late 1960's unemployment was partly reduced as
a result of opening the door to foreign capital on the pretext of technological
growth and new managerial techniques. However, the open door policies of
the early 1960's led to the tragic coalition of the Palace with domestic and
foreign monopolies.
Although the 1967 junta maintained the rate of growth and employment
which began before they took over, their expansionary monetary and fiscal
policies, especially in the "non-productive" sectors of the economy, destroyed
the pre-existing monetary stability and returned the country to the post-World
War II severe inflation. The 1967 regime's failure is most emphatic in agriculture which employs 44% of the working Greek population. Against a projected 5.2% real growth by the regime's five-year plan agriculture grew at only
1.8% between 1967-74 in contrast to a 4.2% growth between 1963-66. Greece
experienced for the first time in twenty years a disruption in the production of
such traditional products as currants, apples, sultans, olives, apricots, etc. Per
capita agricultural income also dropped from 55% in 1970 to 43% of the average per capita national income in 1970. The decline in the agricultural sector
was caused primarily by the agricultural policies of the regime which involved
a reduction in subsidies and severe price controls on agricultural products as
well as a decline of private and public investment in agriculture. The status of
agriculture under the junta not only contributed to the exodus of farmers and
workers to foreign countries, and later brought about labor shortages initially
forcing Papadopoulos to import cheap labor from Africa, but also led to an
unprecedented importation of farm products, thus contributing to Greece's
balance of trade problems.
*The present article represents an adapted version of the summary of a research study prepared for Andreas G. Papandreou in order to provide him with some basic data on the
junta period. The interested reader may request the more extensive analysis with the complete statistical tables from the author.
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The growth of manufacturing, which was so much talked about by the junta,
seems to be an illusion. At first, such a growth was terribly unbalanced, with
some important industries remaining stagnant or growing only slightly. Secondly, the growing industries such as the metallurgical, transportation equipment, chemical, and electrical machinery industries increased the domination by
a few companies that belonged to foreign and domestic monopolies controlled
by Onassis, Pappas and Niarchos, etc., all prominent friends of the regime.
These industries were granted a free hand to extract resources and profits and
were provided with generous aid and privileges such as cheap credit, tax advantages, duty-free imports of machinery, cheap Greek labor, etc. The excessive privileges resulted in income inequities between big and small manufacturers and aggravated the gap between the privileged and the underprivileged
groups of society.
With a series of constitutionally-guaranteed laws, 89/1967 and 378/1968,
the regime gave shipping, manufacturing, commercial and tourist enterprises,
especially those controlled by foreign corporations, duty-free imports and
other allowances. Yet in spite of all the privileges, tax revenues from shipping
companies declined from 109 million drachmas in 1968 to 29 million in 1972
despite an increase of 16.7 million gross tons of Greek ships under the Greek
flag. In addition, under certain conditions, tourism, mining and other corporations were even granted reductions in social security contributions under
Legislative Decree 1078/1971. Although, under different circumstances, some
incentives would have stimulated the economic development of the country,
the extent to which they were granted and the monopolistic character of the
market led to the strengthening of Greek monopolies and provided them with
almost tax-free operations. Moreover, most of these privileges had their roots
in the close links of prominent Greek and foreign manufacturers with the dictatorial government. With 300 specific measures, domestic and foreign capital
was left free to direct its efforts completely towards profit without any consideration for the country's future economic development and the Greek
people who would bear the burden.
What is worrisome is that the rate of increase of private fixed investment
declined from 57% in 1964-66 to 32% in 1967-69 and to 39% in 1970-72.
While public investment increased considerably, the decline in the rate of private investment was large enough to offset this gain and, as a result, the growth
of total investment dropped from 46% in 1964-66 to 39% in 1970-72. Apart
from this magnitude, the quality of gross fixed investment was also not satisfactory. Specifically, gross private fixed investment in manufacturing and .in constant prices fell from 12% in 1964-66 to 10% in 1970-72 and in agriculture from
15% to 11% respectively. With regard to public gross investment, the 1967
regime spent less, in relative terms, for the improvement and expansion of agriculture and manufacturing. However, substantial public expenditures were
directed to public utilities and small local projects undertaken mainly for propaganda reasons by the regime's friends.
The most dramatic failure of the regime was the balance of trade. The
trade deficit in 1973 was five times greater than the deficit in 1968. Moderate
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increases in exports were not sufficient to offset the rapid increase in imports.
Consumer goods, mostly foodstuffs, made up 70% of total imports, and most of
the so-called capital goods consisted of parts of finished and semi-finished
goods required for the assembling of electrical equipment in Greece. Imports
increased faster than either domestic consumption or gross total investment
as a result of the regime's expansionary monetary and fiscal policies.
Exports of agricultural products decreased from 63% of total exports in
1968 to 48% of total exports in 1972 while a noticeable increase in manufacturing exports was the result of only a few manufacturing concerns which were
controlled by foreign and domestic monopolies. Invisible receipts from immigrants, shipping, and tourism increased considerably, but in the last two years
of the dictatorship the rate of invisible payments increased faster than that of
invisible receipts. The current account deficit, 1 which increased by eight times
between 1967 and 1972, could not be balanced by the slowly increasing net
movement of capital inflows. As a result, the "basic balance," which is a better
predictor of a country's external obligation, changed from an average surplus of
$14.6 million during 1960-66 to an average deficit of 117.0 million during
1967-73. To redress this imbalance, the regime resorted to "distress action"
loans and contractor loans which are basically the symptoms of unhealthy economic progress. 2
Very anxious to receive foreign capital, in order to correct its balance-oftrade problem, the junta over-extended tax, tarrif, and other privileges to foreign and domestic monopolies in manufacturing, commerce and shipping. To
accomplish this, the junta used both the 1952 constitution and its own 1968 constitution which incorporated articles to protect foreign investments. The constitutions forbade any changes except those which increase the monopolies', privileges. However, much to the junta's dislike, less than half as many inflows, as
were expected came in. In comparison to the 1962-66 period when the ratio
of actual to approved investments was 73%, the analogous ratio for 1967-70
was 13%. Moreover, the rate of outflows increased, monopolies were created,
and corruption was evident in such deals. The junta was always a friendly
partner to foreign and domestic capital, eager to help in the exploitation of the
Greek people. However, the possible revocation of extensive privileges upon a
return to democratic government was in some ways a deterrent to excessive
foreign investment in Greece.
The capstone of the regime's economic mismanagement was inflation
which was brought about by an overstimulation of demand. A period of full
employment, due to a high emigration rate, followed by liberal monetary and
credit policies prompted a severe inflation. The rate of increase of currency-incirculation jumped from 7.1% in 1969 to 28.5% in 1973 and of the money supply, which includes currency-in-circulation and private deposits, increased from
8.2% in 1969 to 22.7% in 1973, with both rates exceeding the rate of increase
in real income which was 8.5% and 9.7% respectively. Private deposits declined from 34.2 billion drachmas in 1972 to 19.6 billion drachmas in 1973, as
a result of a lack of confidence in the drachma, leading to increases in comsumption and investment in housing and other speculative activities.
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Government spending also contributed to a significant increase in overall
liquidity and the inflationary spiral. Overall liquidity, measured by the ratio of
money supply to total GNP (in current prices) increased from 51% in 1966 to
76% in 1972. The regime, which increased credit by more than three times since
1966, spent less (in relative terms) for agriculture, manufacturing, mining and
trade than it did for the less "productive" sectors of the economy such as shipping, tourism, and housing. The problem was magnified by increases in credit
for imports of consumer goods and by spending for "public utility" projects
undertaken by the regime for propaganda reasons. About 25% of the new
credit extended in 1972 came from fresh money, printed by the Central Bank
of Greece, which was under the control of the regime and was granted selectively to loyal friends, merchants and public companies.
Monetary and fiscal mismanagement brought about a high level of inflation. Greece, with the lowest average rate of inflation (2.2%) between
1961-71 among all OECD countries, had reversed its position by 1973. The
consumer price index increased by 15.3% from 1972 to 1973 and by 37.8%
from April 1973 to April 1974, with such categories as foodstuffs and health
care, which are essential to the poor, having the highest rates of inflation. The
wholesale index also increased by 8% in 1972 and by 31.7% in 1973. By
1973, the rate of inflation had reduced real wages by 4%. The regime's argument that the high inflation was imported proves invalid since the effect of
the prices of imported goods on the wholesale index of final goods during
1973-74 was only about 0.4%.
The government's fiscal policy reinforced all the other adverse effects of
monetary mismanagement. The 1968 tax reform shifted the tax burden on to
the shoulders of the working class while business firms and wealthy individuals
enjoyed greater tax privileges. Tax exemptions claimed in 1971 by 464 large
companies were three times higher than the taxes they paid. In addition, all
categories of taxable income, except income from wages and salaries, showed
a declining trend since 1966; this is consistent with the regime's favoritism
toward the higher socioeconomic categories.
The regime obtained 55% of its revenues from indirect taxes and 36%
from direct taxes on households. The most important indirect taxes were customs and turnover tax borne primarily by the low and middle class people.
While total taxes, as a percentage of gross national income increased from
27.4% in 1966 to 29.2% in 1972, inheritance tax rates were lowered and corporate tax showed a 10.9% drop in 1972-73. These statistics invalidate the
regime's contention that it achieved a better distribution of the tax burden
than the one which existed prior to the dictatorship.
On the side of expenditures, the share of subsidies on total expenditures
declined from 6.6% in 1966 to 4.1% in 1973 while the share of interest on public debt increased from 3.0% to 4.8%. Public debt increased from 38.7 billion
drachmas in December 1967 to 87.5 billion in January 1973 in order to finance
deficit budgets. The share of expenditures for education on total government
spending for goods and services declined from 16.3% in 1966 to 14.6% in 1973,
and for health and social services it declined from 11.6% to 10% respectively.
—
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On the other hand, expenditures for "defense" and "public order" almost
doubled in five years. Needless to say, a great part of such expenditures was
used to strengthen the internal police state rather than the country's defense
which proved to be disorganized and ineffectual during the Cyprus crisis.
Government investment expenditures increased from 5.9 billion drachmas
in 1967 to 27.5 billion in 1973, showing a 361% increase in seven years. As a
consequence, the deficit of the investment budget went from 4.3 billion
drachmas in 1967 to 22.1 billion drachmas in 1973. The deficit through foreign and domestic loans increased considerably the country's domestic and
foreign indebtedness. On the other hand, parallel investment undertaken by
public enterprises increased from 14.6 billion drachmas in 1970 to 27.7 billion drachmas in 1973, widening even further Greece's domestic and foreign
borrowing.
In summary, the economic growth under the regime was in the final
analysis illusory. There was no growth in the substantive sectors of the economy such as in manufacturing and in agriculture. The regime granted extensive tax and credit privileges to foreign and domestic monopolies. It concentrated on the expansion of "non-productive" sectors such as tourism, shipping, and housing. This situation increased Greece's dependence on foreign
imports, including agricultural imports, and aggravated its balance of trade
problems. The regime's economic problems were excerbated by unhealthy
monetary and fiscal policies. To redress its balance of trade problem, it resorted to distress and contractor loans which are inferior methods of financing.
The regime unwisely extended credits mainly for imports of consumer goods,
increased the money supply considerably, and stimulated excessive consumption which resulted in galloping inflation, thus undermining the real income
of the working classes. It is perhaps no coincidence, that the incidence of
strikes or threatened strikes by farmers, construction workers, newspaper
workers, and teachers was rising prior to the fall of the Papadopoulos regime.
Undoubtedly, the economic downturn in the latter part of 1973 was a significant factor in the change of governments both in November 1973 and in July
1974.

Notes
1. The current account deficit represents the difference between the trade deficit and
the net invisible receipts from shipping, tourism, immigrant remittances, etc.
2. The regime granted projects to contractors on the basis of the latter's ability to secure
funds from abroad, with government guarantee provided, rather than on the basis of
the contractor's ability to complete the project.
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LIBERATION AND THE CHURCH IN LATIN AMERICA*
by Rev. Arthur S. Lloyd

Introduction
Domination and dependence — the domination of poor countries by rich
countries and the dependence of poor peoples on those with economic, political,
and social power — is the characteristic theme of our time, suggests Paulo
Freire. Liberation from these relations of domination-dependence has, therefore, been a major concern among Third World peoples. Christians in the Third
World, especially in the former colonies in Africa and Latin America, have
joined with others in the many liberation movements of the past two decades.
This raises a number of questions. Why, for example, should Christians participate in liberation struggles? Is not this to condone violence — and isn't Christianity, by definition, against violence? Should the Church (and Christians)
stay out of "politics" and stick to "spiritual" concerns? Has "salvation" anything to do with "liberation"? — or "sin" with exploitation and domination?
Theology of liberation attempts answers to such questions. It gives reasons,
on the basis of the Bible and Christian teaching, why Christians should support
and be involved in liberation movements. "Liberation movement" is taken
here in its broadest sense. It includes, for example, efforts by black minorities
or poor people for freedom from exploitation, as well as struggles for national
liberation. As used here, its primary dimension is social, not merely psychological.
This issue of the newsletter will focus on theology of liberation in Latin
America among Catholics. (A future issue will deal with Protestant involvements in such theology and action.) More specifically we will outline: historical developments in Church and society which have led to this theology; some
movements which have developed in relation to liberation themes; the major
ideas of several theologians of liberation; and a brief assessment of the usefulness
of theology of liberation, not only in Latin America but also in the United
States.
The Historical Antecedents
Theology of liberation cannot be understood apart from the new consciousness emerging in Latin America over the past several decades. This new
consciousness has become critically aware of the dynamic relationships between
Latin America and the West and between elites and poor people within the
various Latin American countries. The emergence out of colonialism has been
seen not as a development towards independence and autonomy, but rather as
a kind of neo-colonialism. Economic exploitation has replaced political rule.
'This article appeared in CALA (Community Action in Latin America Newsletter), Vol. 4,
No. 4, April 1975 and is reprinted here with the permission of the editor and the author.
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More recently, the United Nations declared that the 1950's should be a
"Dicaile OrDevelop ment." The assumption was that a mechanical application
of the Western method of development — be it modernization, capitalization
from the West, or education, etc. — would enable the Third World economies
to "take off." Two decades later the fallacy of this modernizing project became clear. The poor in Latin America are worse off than before. Hunger,
disease and illiteracy are endemic; life expectancy is about 40 years; one-third of
the population is "marginal" — not benefiting from the economic or political
system. Two-thirds of the land is controlled by native landlords and foreign
companies. According to UNESCO reports, unemployment has increased in
this "Decade of Development," and now reaches 30% of the labor force.
The failure of development has been pointed out through the new social
sciences in Latin America. These have uncovered fallacies in development-underdevelopment theories and replaced them with new analytical categories — those
of domination-dependence. According to these new analyses the continued
underdevelopment of the Third World can only be understood in terms of the
domination of the Third World by foreign interests and the internal elites
within those countries. This grasp of the failure of development and modernization created a crisis of conscience for Catholics and Protestants alike, since
both had supported such development.
Another crucial factor, among the historical antecedents to liberation
theology, was the Cuban Revolution of 1959. Given the transistor radio,
hardly a peasant in Latin America does not know of Fidel Castro and the implications of the Cuban Revolution for his own land.
Turning to the Church, we may briefly note several key events contributing to liberation theology. Among these are the encyclicals of Pope John
XXIII and Vatican II documents, which created an "opening to the left."
These have helped the Catholic Church reassess its historic commitments to the
Establishments in the various nations in which it has been a Church of the majority. Furthermore, the Christian Democratic parties have failed to create a
third way between Western capitalism and "atheistic" socialism. This failure
has encouraged some Christians to develop new theologies and actions more
appropriate to the radical needs presupposed in the continued situations of
dominance-dependence, oppression and repression.
If Fidel Castro and Che Guevara electrified oppressed Latin Americans in
search of the means of their liberation, Camilo Tones had a similar impact on
Church people. This Colombian priest came to his own radical analysis of
Colombian society through sociology, which he studied as a graduate student
and taught at the National University of Bogota. He also served as chaplain
there. His studies on the socio-economic conditions of the people of Bogota
first led Camilo to a reformist critique of the Colombian oligarchy and capitalist
economy, including the Church in its support of the status quo. This attack
had little impact except to cost him both his chaplaincy and teaching position.
The failure of his call for reformist measures led Camilo to a personal commitment to revolutionary action. "A Catholic who does not become a revolutionary," he concluded, "is living in sin." In October, 1965, when his attempts to
-
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build a United Front failed to bring unity to the divided left, Camilo joined
one of the guerrilla movements. He was killed in a skirmish with a unit of the
Colombian army on February 15,1966.
Although Camilo's commitment to revolutionary action scandalized many
Church people, it galvanized many others. Garcio Elorrio, an Argentinian
priest, for example, immediately launched a magazine Christianismo y Revolucion which expressed commitment to the people through their own Peronist
movement. This would be a forerunner of one of the movements we will
examine below. More significantly, in 1967 under the direction of Dom Helder
Camara, the outspoken bishop of Brazil's Northeast (and an advocate of nonviolence), a manifesto was written entitled "Gospel and Revolution: Pastoral
Letter from the Third World," signed by seventeen bishops. This document
became the "Magna Carta" for militant and newly radicalized priests and lay
people throughout Latin America. It also moved the Conference of Latin
American Bishops meeting in Medillin, Colombia in 1968, to take an outspoken stance against the "institutionalized violence" of the economic and political systems of Latin America. In addition, large numbers of priests, religious,
and lay people throughout Latin America were motivated to support militant
actions by peasants and workers or join movements and groups supporting
radical change. It is to two of the latter that we next turn.
Some Movements and Theologians Associated with
Liberation Theology
A variety of movements have developed in response to the events and issues outlined above. Along with these movements have been attempts to state
the theological rationale for the participation of Christians in the peoples' struggles for self-determination. These theological statements are important as interpretations for Christians in their own terms of the necessity for their action.
They also, no doubt, serve to awaken uncommitted persons, both inside and
outside the Church. We shall describe in detail only two of these movements
and the theologians associated with them: the Movement of Priests for the Third
World (MPTW) and the National Office of Social Investigation (ONIS) with
their respective spokesmen Luiz Gera and Gustavo Gutierrez.
After the initial work of Garcia Elorrio and the Bishops' Manifesto, a
meeting was called in Argentina to discuss this latter document. From the initial meeting of five bishops and some 100 priests came the MPTW. Despite
opposition from the Argentine hierarchy, more than 500 priests have joined
MPTW and subscribe to its two basic commitments. These are: 1) Peronism,
viewed as an expression of the people's search for justice, freedom and selfdetermination. This includes a scrupulous refusal to align with any particular
faction of the Peronist political party. 2) A popular, humanistic nationalism —
socialism with a human face — in contrast to the elitism of liberal democracy
or fascism. This also includes acceptance of the many kinds of socialism.
These commitments have led priests of the MPTW to live with the poor
and to denounce injustice and exploitation, without specifying particular
strategies, tactics, or organizational responses to such conditions. Politics is
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seen to have its own autonomy and its functions are respected.
MPTW priests have criticized both their own hierarchy and the military
government (prior to Peron's return in 1973). They believe that such ideals of
Peronism as its commitment to end foreign domination, to redistribute wealth,
to promote popular participation and popular culture are in accord with Christian values. These ideals, then, form the basis of their criticism of the Establishment, Church or government.
The most noted theologian of MPTW is Luiz Gera. Gera suggests that
Church and society are not distinct but related. The Church has a dual mission:
to proclaim the Gospel and to promote human society. Spiritual and temporal
aspects of life are unified: to proclaim the Gospel is to promote human welfare
and vice versa. But the Church must be careful not to identify a particular
regime or program as ultimate, at the same time that it supports the people
in building a humane, socialist society. The Church in Argentina needs to help
the people become aware of their dependence. This will support them in undertaking political and cultural actions to break the domination of bourgeois capitalism.
Gera sees the task of the Church as a difficult one: it must affirm justice
not in a general or abstract way but in concrete political terms. In Argentina
this necessarily means a commitment to Peronism. The Church must push
Peronism to its fullest realization. That is, the Church must not itself wield
political power as it did in the past. Its political function is to be prophetic: to
denounce injustice in terms of both Christian values and Peronism's own ideals.
We turn next to Peru, a more traditional society than Argentina. In
1967 some 60 priests, with the support of their Cardinal Primate, signed a declaration carefully documenting the severe exploitation of the Peruvian people
by external and internal interests, rooted in international capitalism. Shortly
thereafter they organized the National Office of Society Investigation (ONIS)
which now includes one-third of Peru's Catholic clergy, about 250 priests.
ONIS works at various levels for the renewal of both Church and society. For
example, it promotes work by these priests in urban as well as rural slums. It
acts as a significant lobby within the Peruvian Church, seeking to move the
Church to throw its weight behind land reform and other ways of overcoming
inequalities. In relation to the military regime, ONIS seeks to strengthen the
government in its struggle against forces of the right. It also seeks to affirm its
development of a more humane socialism.
In responding to social issues ONIS sees itself as engaged in its essential
pastoral mission: total liberation of the people. Building a society which promotes human values and overcomes competitive relations and structures is a practical application of the Gospel.
The theologian associated with ONIS is Gustavo Gutierrez, who coined
the phrase "theology of liberation" and whose book by the same title is the
most comprehensive treatment of the subject in English. Gutierrez accepts the
domination-dependence analysis characteristic of the new social sciences in Latin
America. In particular he accepts Marxist analysis as a scientific and useful
tool for Latin American liberation. Gutierrez seeks to link liberation con-
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ceived in socio-political terms to a total conception of liberation. Liberation
is seen to include several levels of meaning, not only the socio-political dimension but more basically, humanization: the struggle of people to realize themselves collectively and individually. Beyond this, liberation is also conceived as
salvation or deliverance from sin, from everything in human life, both collective
and individual, which negates brotherhood and love. Sin is that fundamental
alienation in which are rooted not only unloving acts but structures which exploit and perpetuate injustice.
Like other theologians of liberation, Gutierrez sees that the socio-political
and spiritual are one reality, unlike the classical Catholic doctrine of the two
realms, rooted in Augustine's conception of the "City of God" and the "City
of Man." There is only one history and one human vocation: the salvation or
liberation of all humanity, understood in the inclusive sense suggested above.
Politics and religion are two dimensions of the same reality.
The significance of theology to liberation is that Christian faith imagines
new forms of social and personal life, provides hope, and motivates people in
their quest for the "new society" and the "new man." Faith inspires the invention of Utopias. These utopic visions, in turn, are tested in actual concrete
circumstances where ideology, scientific analysis and prophetic judgment all
have their proper roles.
The problem posed by liberation struggles in Latin America for theology is,
therefore: "What relation is there between salvation and the historical process
of the liberation of man?" The "answers" to this question will involve Christians in a dialogue between the historical struggles of the people and the
values expressed in their tradition, in particular the Biblical literature and the
themes of Exodus and Easter. More specifically Gutierrez attempts to outline a
perspective which will encourage Christians to reflect theologically on the basis
of a shared struggle with the people. Some of the questions on which he focuses
are: 1) "What is the meaning of faith in a life committed to the struggle against
injustice and alienation? How do we relate the work of building a just society
to the absolute values of the Kingdom?" 2) What constitutes "a spirituality
of liberation" (what, that is, is prayer and worship in this new context)? 3)
How do Christians deal with the contradiction that, in history and morally,
the Church supports oppressed people, but in practice it is deeply divided?
That is, ideologically and socially, it is linked to established orders and many of
its people benefit from such links. If the Church has been an accomplice of
both the external and internal elites who have dominated the people, how can it
recover its destiny as a poor Church ("Blessed are the poor ... ")?
Summary, Assessment and Implications

Here we can attempt only the briefest of statements. Theology of liberation is an attempt by those engaged in liberation struggles to interpret in Christian terms the meaning of their work as an exercise of faith. These theologians
share certain common assumptions. They assume the unity of history; there
is no sacred as distinct from secular history. This means that historical struggles for liberty take on ultimate meanings. Salvation and liberation are seen as
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different ways of viewing the same process. Politics and religion, psychology
and spiritual development are brought back together. Furthermore, the socialeconomic-political domination by powerful forces over the great masses of
people is seen as sin. The prophetic categories and judgments of the Old
Testament have been re-connected to the New Testament's themes of love and
compassion for the "least of the brothers."
Theologians of liberation also accept the Marxist structural analysis of
the Latin American reality as expressed in domination-dependence (vs. development-underdevelopment) theories. They are clear on who the "enemy" is:
the forces of international capitalism and the institutions, such as Church, state,
and university which support imperialism. Along with this analysis they share
the assumption that socialism better expresses Christian values than does capitalism. They also agree that Latin America needs to develop its own indigenous, authentic socialist forms rather than borrow models from other societies. They tend still to share a residual suspicion of Marxism-Leninism, of
such Marxist concepts as the class struggle and the materialist basis of classical
Marxism. Nevertheless, like Camilo, they have no difficulty working with Communists and other Left groups.
They view socialism as including both a "new society" and a "new man."
Their major contribution may be to underline the need for the priority of love
in social relations and structures, as the basis of the socialism they seek.
Theologians of liberation renounce the traditional relation of the Church
to the oligarchy and the use of its power to uphold the status quo. They do not
renounce politics per se but see themselves throwing the weight of their collective power and moral example on the side of the people. Rather then back
particular solutions, however, they generally leave to political leaders the
working out of proposals and details.
How significant is this movement in Latin America? Since the 1960's
three divisions in the Catholic Church have been evident. On the right is a
small, conservative group, supported in some places, Colombia in particular,
by the hierarchy. On the left are a growing (but still small) number of priests
and bishops, religious and lay Christians who support the liberation struggles.
In the middle are the great masses of Latin American Christians, whose consciousness has not yet been roused.
To those who look for revolutionary change in Latin America, there is no
question about the importance of the liberation theology movement. It will
be a major means of awakening the religious masses. As Che Guevara observed, "Only when Christians assume their revolutionary heritage will the revolution in Latin America become invincible." Whether or not Che's observation proves true, it may be significant that the Church in Brazil is now taking
an outspoken position against the violation of human rights and the economic
policies of the Brazilian dictatorship. Resistance has been expressed not only
in statements from the bishops but also in militant actions. As a result there
are hundreds of Christians, as well as leftists, being held in Brazilian jails as
political prisoners.
How important is liberation theology for Christians and those committed to radical change in the United States? We wish merely to suggest one
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possible contribution to theology: the focus on ideology and its functions in
theology. One of the Latin American theologians most alert to this issue has
been Hugo Assmann, a Brazilian exile now teaching theology in Costa Rica.
Assman assumes that every theology emerges out of a particular situation and
reflects the interests of particular groups. Western "liberal theology" basically
reflects the interests of the rich, white world. All theologies, liberation theology included, "borrow" analysis and ideology or philosophical frameworks.
To criticize liberation theology for borrowing Marxist categories is to miss this
point. The real questions should be: how relevant is the analysis to our experience? How relevant is the ideology, and the social vision it expresses, to
Christian values? (The only difference between this "borrowing" and that of
earlier philosophies is that Marxism is avowedly committed whereas the earlier
philosophies appeared neutral.)
For Assmann, liberation theology serves three major functions: 1) it unmasks and denounces the "theology of the rich world," which is a mask for
cultural imperialism. For example, it shows how appeals for "reconciliation"
are designed to negate class struggle, exploitation and racism. 2) Liberation
theology can free Christians for radical action by showing ways in which certain
Christian values, such as love of the enemy, may obscure oppression. Traditional Christianity may support the oppressive status quo by its negative views
on confrontation, anger, conflict, and violence. 3) Finally, liberation theology
addresses certain issues that secular ideologies, such as Marxism, neglect.
These include such problems as the meaning of death, suffering and sacrifice.
Or, again, what is the place and value of love and fellowship within the struggle
for justice and freedom?
Theology of liberation calls our attention to the particular circumstances
in which we live and work. It suggests that all theological interpretations come
out of actual practice, the involvements of Christians in their social and personal situations. There is no abstract Christian truth apart from concrete experience. Even the Bible must be approached in this way: what function does
any given text have in its historical setting? What might it say to us in our
particular contexts? Christians must and can make use of the available tools,
including Marxism, for the psychosocial analysis of how our theology functions.
Christians are confronted again with the basic question: whose interests do
we serve? Can we be critically aware of the ideologies that hide behind every
point of view? Can we again seek obedience to God in concrete struggles
against the social manifestations of sin: exploitation, discrimination, oppression, hatred, and injustice? Can love lead anywhere else?
A Note on Sources
The following works are in English: Gustavo Gutierrez, The Theology of Revolution,
translated and edited by Sister Caridad Inda and John Eagleson (Maryknoll, New York;
Orbis Books, 1973. Originally published in Lima, 1971); Juan Luis Segundo, S. J., A
Theology for Artisans of a New Humanity, translated by John Drury (Maryknoll, New
York; Orbis Books, 1974. Originally published in Argentina in 1970); John Gerassi, ed.
Revolutionary Priest: The Complete Writings and Messages of Camilo Torres. (New York:
Vintage Books, 1971)
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In addition, numerous articles about the movements and theology discussed are
published by LADOC (Monthly Documentation Service of the Division for Latin America,
U. S. Catholic Conference) Box 6066, Washington, D. C. 20005. Other articles may be
found in the Cuba Resource Center publication Cuba Review, Box 206, Cathedral Station, New York, 10025; the Brazilian Information Bulletin, Box 2279, Station A, Berkeley, CA 94702; LA WG Letter (Latin American Working Group) Box 6300, Station A,
Toronto, Ontario; and LUCHA (Christian Response to Military Repression in Chile), InterChurch Ad-Hoc Committee on Chile, c/o Canadian Council of Churches, 40 St. Clair
Ave., Toronto.
All three of the books listed above are available in paperback. The Segundo study
is in 5 volumes, of which four have been translated into English: The Community Called
Church; Grace and the Human Condition; Our Idea of God; and The Sacraments Today.
In preparation is Evolution and Guilt.

CAPITALISM AND IMMIGRATION
A new book written by Prof. Marios Nikolinakos and published by
Papazisi, Athens, 1974 (originally published in German and translated into
the demotic Greek by Ms. Aggela Verikokaki-Artemi) is a must reading
for all migrants, immigrants, and others who want to understand the
political and economic dynamics of migration between the "developed"
and the "developing" countries in Europe and elsewhere.
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PUBLIC HEALTH IN CHINA:
THE TECHNICAL AND POLITICAL SYNTHESIS
by Richard C. Kagan

Introduction: The Overall Concept

The development of the Public Health system in China has been totally
dependent upon the development of the revolution in China. The social and
revolutionary context has constantly impinged and directed the general thrust
of the improvements in health-care. To focus only on the technical aspects of
health-care is to ignore the symbiotic nature of the political process. The control of opium addiction can be used to elucidate this. Perhaps the main reason
for the success of the anti-opium campaign was, the political victory of the
Chinese over the underworld and their alternate sponsors — the Imperialists.
Only after the Revolution in 1949, could China rid herself of pushers. The
second stage was hospitalization and treatment of addicts. Most Western writers focus only on the treatment aspects to avoid the political requirements.
The bases for the Chinese political system, as I will use it here and as it
is relevant to our topic, are the mass line and the attack on technocracy. The
intention and official policy of the mass line is a process of education and
control. The leadership sends general statements of goals to the local community where they are discussed and criticized; then the revised goals are sent
back to the leadership, where they are subsequently enacted. This dialectic between government planning and local reformulations necessitates numerous
meetings and endless discussions.
The advantages of this political method are that
"it prevents rule by fiat and elitist pretensions, it involves the whole
population in active discussion and explicit commitment to policies, and it
forms a process of education by which the mass of the people gradually
overcome their inarticulateness, their suspicion of change, their ignorance of
modern technical and organizational possibilities, their narrow family and
clan outlook, the extreme shortness of their economic perspectives, their ignorance of comparable situations elsewhere, and their ingrained fear of governments. It has had substantial success both in minimizing elitist tendencies
and in increasing the articulateness of the population." 1

The mass line directly opposes the establishment of a bureaucracy, managed by technocrats who turn the government into an elitist technocracy.
China is not against technology. Far from it. China is against developing a
caste of professionals who make political decisions based upon their technical
expertise and not upon knowledge of the needs and aspirations of the masses.
Furthermore, China is against a highly centralized and sophisticated orchestration of facilities. These would deprive the masses of easy and immediate participation.
The above points will be expressed through a discussion of the nature
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of Health Delivery Systems in China, the use of traditional technology, and
a specific example in the development of the program of Mental Health in the
People's Republic.
Before executing this task, we must indulge in a historiographical excursion. It has only been four years since Nixon's visit to China. True, much has
changed since then. Individuals like John Stuart Service, and John Paton
Davies, Jr., who feared the consequences of publicly voicing their views on
China during the Joe McCarthy purges, have finally spoken up. And then directly and eloquently. However, there is still a deep residue of fear in admitting
we can learn from China. Whereas in the 1930's China was a heathen to be
saved and in the 50's China was an enemy to defeat, in the 70's China is a social
science model to be studied but not learned from. However, to study another
country openly implies that we try to break down our own ethnocentricity, to
be iconoclastic, to anticipate that our knowledge of the "other" will cause us to
question our "self," and to promote change — personal and institutional. 2 The
purpose of this paper is to recognize that the challenges China has faced in
health care are our challenges and we have much to learn from each other. We
have developed a sophisticated medical technology which we should share, and
China has developed a sophisticated delivery system which we should not fear
to study, adopt and promote.
China had a systematic medical tradition long before the birth of Christ.
The medical professionals were divided into the specialties of physician, surgeon, veterinarian and dietician. "Schools for the formal training of physicians
existed two millennia ago, and hospitals in China were in existence about the
6th century A.D." 3 However, the problems of war and imperialism, the lack of
highly advanced technology, and a corrupt and socially unresponsive regime in
the first half of the twentieth century, paralyzed China's resources and made
her prey to the most dreaded diseases of man. In 1949, on the eve of the revolution, China was stricken with epidemics of smallpox, dysentery, cholera,
typhoid, malaria, schistosomiasis, kala azar, and others. Within 25 years, smallpox and cholera were eradicated, opium addiction and prostitution — along
with its occupational hazards — disappeared. People were healthy. They were
no longer seen wandering insane around the busy streets of Shanghai, Canton,
or other cities. "The country was well on the way to controlling ... schistosomiasis, kala azar, and a host of other scourges, as well as building one of the
most comprehensive health systems luiown." 4
Health care in modern China walks on two stilts: delivery systems are
created to care for the 500 million-plus rural population, and the population is
educated to respond to this care. There is a powerful dynamic here — the
doctors and hospitals are encouraged to reach out to the people, and the people are given the education and political support to take the initiative in caring
for themselves. The goal of the Communist Party of China is not only to produce a level of expertise and facilities, but also to give people a stake in their
own health. Or to put it in Chinese terms — the Health Delivery system is
merely a technical problem, but the reception and utilization of this system is
basically a political problem.
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To understand the dual nature — the technical and political, we must
look at the policy, the organization, and the attitudes which characterize the
Health Delivery System.

I. Policy.
The leaders of the Chinese Communist Party lay out general political
policies which are to form the guidelines for local areas and which are discussed locally in a mass line manner. Each area can make its own technical
application. Thus, there is no standard. No single pattern or model.
Recent policy for China's health system was formulated by Chairman
Mao Tse-tung in a talk given to Medical Personnel on June 25, 1965. 5 This
talk was a precursor of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution which attacked bureaucracy, promoted rural development and stressed serving all the
people.
First. Mao upbraided the Ministry of Public Health for limiting its work
to the urban 15% of the population and to the elite of that population. He
sarcastically suggested a new name — the "Urban Public Health Ministry of
the Privileged."
Second. Mao declared that medical education must be reformed. Anyone with three years of training can become a doctor. What is important is to
combine studying with practice.
Third. The research on high levels, on complex and difficult diseases
the pinnacles of medicine — requires that research on commonly existing diseases be curtailed or limited. The reverse should be the case. More time and
ability should be spent on prevention and on common diseases of the urban
population.
Finally, ending this short policy with no specific suggestions, Mao offered
the slogan: "In medicine and health, put the stress on the rural areas."

II. Organization.
Chairman Mao's attack on the urban privileged minority that receives
excellent health care has resulted in a new health care organization. The urban
hospitals, which had been the centers of regional care from which satellite
clinics grew, have been de-emphasized. Now the rural clinic serving 1,500
people is the basic unit of medical care. Travelling medical brigades — staffed
with experts from the urban hospitals — travel through the countryside, living
for months in rural neighborhoods teaching local medics.
Not only decentralization resulted from Mao's policy but also a reform
of medical education. When the government came to power in 1949, there were
only 18,000 doctors and 90,000 hospital beds. Expansion was still limited
by 1965. New approaches were necessary. The eight-year program for a medical education (college and medical school) was reduced to three years. After
graduating from high school the student spent two years working in a rural
area, a factory, or the military. Entrance to medical school is by recommendation of one's fellow workers. The recommendation is based on evidence of
one's ideological training, class background and the needs of the community.
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The medical school authorities evaluate the applicant's intellectual abilities.
The first year of medical school lays a heavy science foundation. The
second year turns to clinical medicine and experience. The third year combines the practice of medicine with political training and productive labor.
Elitism is attacked and service to the people is promoted.
" . . . licensing is not necessary in China for the practice of medicine.
When a medical worker is ready, he or she simply begins to work . . . . Such
a non-licensing system perhaps does not fit in any other society, but it works
well in China where self-restraint and honesty operate to govern individual
behavior. People are constantly in contact with and responsible, to others,
and there is no need to misrepresent or misuse professional status.""

But to rapidly and adequately supply a population of 800,000,000 with medical
doctors, even three years is too long. A new system based on three months
initial training and one month retraining per year produced the barefoot doctor
to fill the medical needs of the masses.
The term "barefoot" is a translation which means that the person was
probably in fact a barefoot peasant who worked in the fields and administered
medically to his sick comrades. Today, the doctor is shod but still works both
as a farmer or worker in a local production brigade (about 1,500 people), and
as doctor. The title of barefoot doctor is often interpreted in the West as
"paramedic." This is confusing. The origin of the term paramedic is found in
the practice of parachuting doctors into inaccessible regions during war time
to tend to wounded soldiers. The barefoot doctor resembles the original paramedic in terms of mobility and working in inaccessible areas. However, the
present-day paramedic is not a doctor serving in the military but a doctor's
assistant: e.g., an oral hygienist, X-ray technician, etc. The paramedic cannot
prescribe medicine or give shots.
But the barefoot doctor is equipped with 50 medications. Of these,
similar to ones in the United States, the great majority require a doctor's prescription and cannot be bought here over the counter. In addition to the
normal first-aid kit of adhesive tape, a cup, and cotton, the barefoot doctor
carries hypodermic and acupuncture needles. Today there are over a million
of these doctors. They are mainly women. In addition to giving treatment,
they are also involved in preventive medicine against common diseases and in
providing birth control information. The goal is to produce two barefoot
doctors for every 1500 people.
III. Attitudes.

The barefoot doctors were selected not only because of their intellectual skills, but also on the basis of their political and physical maturity, as
shown by work in their community. They would be expected to return to and
work for their communities.
The barefoot doctors would be judged by both the travelling medical
team which instructs them and by the patients whom they serve. The barefoot
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doctors are responsible to two constituencies — the community and the medical brigade. Each group judges and criticizes the barefoot doctors on their
own criteria. The community must be able to judge their competence in meeting the community's needs. The professional doctors must realize that the
barefoot doctors are not oriented to the needs of the profession or of the individual doctor but to the needs of the community. They are not mere assistants. Yet the barefoot doctors must be able to identify and properly cure their
comrades' illnesses. They are in fact mini-doctors.
Recent reports by American doctors on Chinese medicine claim the barefoot doctors are more competent — particularly clinically — than our own
paramedics who have studied for two years. ?
IV. Change of Research Goals, Organization and Attitudes.
Mao's attack on the pinnacles of research has expressed itself in a shift
from theoretical to practical theory, and from professional goals to mass action
goals.
Organizationally, research has been combined with mass movements. Previously, the route to status and prestige was to concentrate on esoteric cases —
e.g., rare tropical diseases of other countries, etc. Now much energy is on areas
like T.B., schistosomiasis, kala azar, bronchitis, birth control, etc. Mass movements facilitate popular education and massive feedback on consequences of
medications and devices. For example, to study throat cancer, a research team
lived in an area of high incidence. They surveyed 640,000 people in 15 communes.
But to do this required a change in attitude. The doctors had to get used
to country ways, food and dialect, and the peasants had to stop fearing the
doctors and running away from them. A work style called the three togethers
was practiced: eat together, live together, work together. The team also taught
the peasants preventive medicine. Due to their good relationship with the
peasants, their research was completed in 21 days rather than the projected 60
days. This year a survey of 50 million is planned!
Planned birth programs combine medical and social education. The
barefoot doctor provides knowledge about contraception, how it works, and
also makes sure that the women have an adequate supply. The Woman's
Work Cadre is a team of active women in the production brigade (1,500) and the
production team (perhaps 300). They are usually married. According to one
Chinese visitor to China, 8 these women discuss the advantages of male and female children, the need for reduced population growth, etc. They take up
with their brigade and work team the question of how many births there will
be for the coming year. Through group discussion and analysis, a figure is arrived at (one which follows the general policy guidelines from Peking). Priority
is usually given to couples with no children and those with a child four to five
years old or older. Group discussion is necessary to change feudal attitudes
which insisted on giving priority to sonless families, large families, etc. For
those who are not chosen, birth control is recommended; and if they become
pregnant, then an abortion is urged.
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Perhaps the best example of the new health service is hospital care. 9
The atmosphere is comradely. The patients of each ward converse with the
doctor about their own and others' medical treatment and give advice! Patients have access to their records and are given a full explanation of their treatment. Doctors engage in self-criticism sessions in which they can address
themselves to their professional egoism, self-centeredness, etc.
Part of Mao's 1965 policy was to attack both the bureaucratization and technocracy of the medical profession. When doctors become administrators they
take on a bureaucratic mentality. The bureaucrat is a class of its own type. It
does not fit into a Marxist or democratic category. They own no modes of
production; yet they enjoy all products of production. They serve and yet they
are responsible to no one. They develop a system of values which are personal,
selfish, careerist and anti-social in terms of responsibility and commitment.
For the bureaucrat with technological specialization, the desire to create a
technocracy is overwhelming. Mao's policy demystifies the doctor, makes the
medical bureaucrat socially conscious, and gives no special public or political
authority to the technocrat. Mao is against professionalization, not against the
profession. Professionalization is group behavior which arrogates unto itself
the right to establish standards only in technical terms. For Mao, health services and standards must be worked out through a dynamic (a medical mass
line) that involves both the practitioners and the recipients, that expands services to more people and that gives more people control over those services. The
issue is both technical and political.
One can see the technical and political issues in the revival of the use of
acupuncture and herbal medicines. Technically, these are seen as complementary to Western medicine. But politically, they lend themselves to decentralization, wide distribution, and participation of the patient. Acupuncture and
herbal pharmacology have been freed from their esoteric and cultish traditional patterns and practices and made available to and practiced by the general
public.
What Can We Learn from China?

First, there are the technical aspects — acupuncture, moxibustion, herbal
medicine, etc. Second, and most important for the non-health specialist, is the
awareness of the social milieu — the political context.' Prostitution and its
attendant diseases cannot be cured by clinics, sermons, but by both eliminating the trade in female bodies and the related prejudices toward women and
by giving women jobs that have meaning and purpose. Third, where can we
begin? Everyone has his own list. Let me share one priority with you: Expand
the role of the patient in the hospital and in the clinics. Involve the patient
in patient-organized activities. Include the patient in review of the doctor's
attitude and quality of his delivery service. Educate people about their own
illness. Introduce more thorough campaigns — beginning in elementary school
— in preventive medicine. In the training of para-medics; orient them not to
relieve the doctors' schedule but to expand the patients in knowledge of their
own medical care.
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PRE-ELECTION SPEECH*
(Of the Minister, the Premier, the President of Democracy, the Regent, the Almost Archbishop, Honorary Member of the CIA, and the Great Castmaker George Papadopoulos)
by Vasilis Kaounis

Greek People:
I swear to myself that, as I performed my duty during the seven-year national rebirth, I will continue, after the elections, the task which was interrupted by the Rascals. Since the coup by the Politicians, those Cryptocommunists, you are marching, once again, Greek People, toward destruction, and
you have already reached the edge of the precipice. Your cry for help has
reached my ears once again, and I want to save you from the hands of the Barbarians.
Do not worry; something will be done. I have put an order through
the company of "Garoufalias (right-wing politician) and CIA" for plenty of
plaster — and when the time is right, I will rescue you from the hands of the Anarchists and will put you once again in soft plaster casts in order to straighten
your back which became bent by the sun and the wind — as soon as you got
out of prison — because there is a danger that it might otherwise remain permanently deformed. Sometimes I wonder about the harm that the Rascals
wrought upon you when they abolished the practice of the Masseaur in the
Institutes of ESA (The Greek Military Police) where, first of all, you enjoyed
professional treatment in accordance with the saying, "Sound body, sound
mind." You see, if I were still in control of things, I would have perfected
your health Treatment to a degree of which you never dreamed.
The day before yesterday I saw in my dream a holy Witness, connected
with NATO and in whose name we had collected the millions for the Temple
of the Savior which I will build for you after I win the elections and who, let
me tell you, this time promised to make me Archbishop, a post which, unfortunately, I had not enough time to obtain. Do not believe those Old Politicians who have no idea about Politics. They are leading you, with mathematical certainty, toward the precipice from which I will save you. They are
always speaking of elections, and the fools have done away with Appointments. They have allowed the Leftists to go free, and we the Superpatriots
have become disoriented because we do not know whom to trust while, before, we had our dossiers, the Christian Sons of ESA, our law-abiding informers,
and, my friend, we knew what was happening. Now we say something and live
with the constant fear that those bad Commies will cut our throats with tin-

*The writer was prompted to write this in the fall of 1974 when Papadopoulos, the former
dictator of Greece who was being temporarily detained on the resort island of Kea along
with three of his colleagues, requested that he be allowed to participate in the November
17, 1974 national elections. It was brought to my attention by one of our consulting
editors, Nikos Karpouzis and was translated by the coordinating editor — N. P.
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can tops (the Barbarians will never learn to use our own hellenochristian methods). Proud Greek People, do not pay any attention to them. You are the descendants of the Byzantine Autocrats; you were born Brave; and that is why I
entrusted the Department of Housing with the responsibility of providing you
with all the comforts in the villas of Korydallos and Averof so that the following
saying would at last come true: "Prison bars are made for the brave." It was
I who protected you from contagious diseases by putting brother SteBios [Pattakos] in charge of removing cigarette butts from the streets while I tried with
Despina to convert the various sports fields into national [male] arenas; and I
did all these things without expecting anything in return. As for the millions
that Aslanides stuffed into his pockets, my good man, the poor fellow did it
only as a joke; and the various Rumormongers immediately jumped on him.
You will certainly still remember, Greek People, that at the time when I was
giving you the professional cast treatment, so that you could grow and become
mature like me, the nation's crop production broke all previous records. Thus,
it became incumbent upon me to place Mowers even in the Polytechnic Institute. You will also recall that I did not abandon you to the polluted atmosphere
of city-life where you could have become ill. I sent you, regularly, for Vacation
to the Nymph of the Aegean, the renown Yiaros, so that you could regain your
strength and glorify my name which, by the way, the Metropolitans have
neglected to enter in their Ecclesiastical History.
At any rate, this time I will be more austere toward the paragovemmental
organizations which proclaim anarchist slogans such as Freedom, Democracy,
etc. And should the situation attain crisis proportions, I will have my Overseers at the ballot box declare me as your Protector for life with 100% support
rather than 98% as was the case last time (What a fool I was not to make it
higher; you would think it would have come from my own pocket!). Thus,
you will enjoy my Protection for life, and as an Archbishop I will start doing
miracles. Thus, I will be able, within the span of one night, to eradicate all the
Paragovernmental people and to save you from those anti-Christian elements who
have isolated us on this desert island of Kea. Brother Stellios, the poor fellow,
now lifts the trowel Of his martyrdom. They accuse him, too, of inaugurating
many construction sites and of laying the foundations for buildings which
were never built. But how could they be built when they fell on barren soil?
My God, how ungrateful people are! However, the Tourists have vindicated
us since thousands of them kept coming to see the most beautiful ruins in the
world that we left behind us. That is why I urge you, Greek People, to shut
your ears to the anarchist sirens and to vote Papadopoulos for a rosy future,
for plenty of food with frozen meats a la Balopoulos, for an education of
your children by teachers of Greek preparation and junta origins, for protection of your health in the modernized sanatoriums of ESA, for the salvation of
your soul from contamination by Freedom, and for an afterlife in the Society
of Angels since this world has become too ungrateful. Forget the foreigninstigated Politicans. Think patriotically. What do you prefer? A Greek or a
foreign Junta? Your proud answer must be, Greek.
Television and the radio must once again become patriotic media. They
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should be able to rock you into sleep with songs taken from these collections:
"Greece for Greek Christians," "Elections Yok (No)," "Tranquility, Order, and
Security," and "Look, Listen, and Don't Speak," etc. I promise to make our
country the Land of Promise in which we shall be the holders [of power] and
you the held [the prisoners] . I will increase the export of Greek drachmas to
America so that she will become prosperous and we, in turn, can progress. More
specifically, our program includes the following:
Democratic funtocracy. Amnesty for all the heroes of the Nation: the Terrorists, the Torturers, the Informers, the Goons, the Agents, etc., who shed
blood, on this land, in order to lay the foundation for democratic principles.

Economic Democracy. This means a free hand for foreign Capital, in our
land, which the various Anarchocommunists did not allow to bloom — those
Barbarians — and, as a consequence, we do not today have any economic
protection or coverage and the poor get poorer.

Crownless Democracy. Because I would not allow anybody else to be higher
than me. For you, Greek People, I will be everpresent and the fulfiller of
all your needs. Later, I might even become a Messiah because I do not think
that a People, with such a tradition as the Greeks have, ought to worship lifeless icons and not their living Protector and Savior.
Correct Education. The Universities will be staffed by Government Commissioners who will, once again, become loving fathers to the Students while
Campus Security will be reinforced for the protection of the children from
Communism which is coming to devour you unless you think patriotically.
Freedom in Politics. Respect for American Rights, Equality for all prisoners,
just distribution of the National Income left over after we get our share. We
shall give amnesty to all the Conspirators in order to restore normalcy, assign the task of brainwashing to responsible persons with a black past and a
tarred present and thus dispense with all the irresponsible Charlatans.
Social Freedom. I will gradually restore all the articles of the Constitution.
You, Greek People, will beg from me sometimes this article and sometimes
another article, and I will demonstrate my charity but not with impunity on
your part. Thus, if you do not mail Telegrams [of support], I will, accordingly, put you in a cast.

In addition to the above, I have great dreams for our youth. The first
measure was taken by my brother surrogate Ioannides who brought the Turks
to Cyprus so that our children could learn foreign languages. I have also ordered
special muzzles from Chile for those foolish journalists who continuously bite
the wires of ITT and the networks of CIA and cut off the ample supply of
electricity which illuminates our country with April bulbs of 21 candle powers.
There will be decentralization of services, and the function of robbery will be
transferred from the common thieves to those who set the Price Index in order
to dispense with those unskilled rascal Politicans who do not know how to steal
patriotically. I will place a hat on all foodstuffs because the hairloss has assumed serious proportions. 1 At the Universities, there will be created regular
Chairs for Timetables. I will abolish the traditional partisan phrases. Asfalitis
(Security Man), Chafies (Informer), Patridokapilos (Superpatriot), and I will
replace them with civilized hellenochristian expressions: Guardian of the People,
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Patriotic Thinker, and Savior of the Nation.
Our basic aims are national sellout, rule by the junta, cleansing of Democracy, and the restoration of the Church's servile duties. Finally, I urge you to
vote for me because otherwise I will have to vote for myself for your own good.
Think Greek. Now you, too, can vote for Papadopoulos.
OUR STRENGTH IS THE PEOPLE'S FEAR

RAM'

ants 15:2ANA0E MANE

BALLOT OF THE SWASTIKA DEMIOKRATIA 2

1. Papadopoulos, 0 Gipsadoros (The Plaster Caster) 3
2. Pattakos, 0 Tsigaropnichtis (The Cigarette Extinguisher)
3. Ioannides, 0 Drakodis (The Dragon Man)
4. Balopoulos, 0 Skandalodis (The Scandals Specialist)
5. Zoitakis, 0 Vasilikos (The Royal Man)
6. Markezinis, 0 Annarichomenos (The Climber)
7. Despina, I Podosfairou (The Soccer Lover)
8. Spanos, 0 Vasinismenos (The Tortured)
9. Asphalia, I Thavmaturgi (The Miracle Maker)
10. Stratodikes (Military Courts), Ta Paidia Tou Laou (Sons of the People)
11. Roufogalis, To Krifo Mati (The Hidden Eye)
12. Garoufalias, To Fantasma tou Mesonichtiou (The Midnight Ghost)
13. Georgalas, 0 Polychromos (The Multi-colored Man)
14. Makarezos, 0 Navagosostis (The Salvager)
15. Androutsopoulos, Retail Amerikis (The American Remnant)
16. ESA, I Eleousa (The Merciful)
17. Ladas, 0 Tetraugoustianos (The Fourth of August Metaxas Man)
18. Kostadopoulos, 0 Chamerpis (The Sneak)
19. Vardinogiannis, 0 Arpachtikos (The Rapacious One)
20. Kapse, To Koritsi ton Ksenodochion (Girl of the Hotel)
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Translator's Notes
1. The expression, to place a hat, refers to the black market practice of adding a bonus to
the fixed price of a product during the latter years of the dictatorship.
2. Demiokratia refers to rule by the hangman.
3. The overwhelming majority of these people and organizations played an active role
during the dictatorship. In general, the nicknames represent allusions to their specific
roles, and are transliterated into English in order to give the person with a knowledge
of Greek the opportunity for a better grasp of the original meaning which may have suffered in the translation.
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NEVERTHELESS*
by Yannis Ritsos

A long time has gone by. Whatever we took from our homes
it's all tattered, dissolved, vanished.
The sound of the door banging in the scorching heat,
the voice on the corridor saying "Why are you late,"
the white comb with which the woman was combing herself before the mirror,
a cigarette we smoked by the window during a spring evening
that was pulling the tail of the Little Bear,
the shadow of two hands below the lamp, between two platters with fruit, —
all we took with us in our bundles,
those white socks which once we wore in summer at the beach,
and the white shorts and the athletic undershirts
which seemed to have suited the body of April,
even the small scissors with which our youngest sister once
trimmed her nails on the porch
and the reflections on the windows trembling upon her cheeks and her hands,
all dissolved, fragmented, melted;
the small scissors is rusted, its points broken,
it lies like a dead swallow — down there by the rock —
next to the razor-blade and the lather of the sea ...
All that we carried with us in our bundles and our luggage
all has faded, melted. Nothing remains.
Nevertheless, from time to time, when dusk descends
and the Little Bear hangs her lantern on the opening of the tent,
her nails digging a cavity on the dry earth,
Petros or Vasilis or old Antonis
search their bundle for a lost spoon or for a cup —
their hands linger, forget —
and around them the air becomes round and unshaken
like the oil in a kettle
and the silence becomes like the millstone when the water is cut.

`This and the following poem were written by Yannis Ritsos in 1949 while he was in exile
on the island of Makronisos. They come from the collection, Petrinos Chronos (Makronisiotika), 2nd ed., 1974 and were translated for the Journal by Minas Savvas. It may be
of interest to the reader to know that Ritsos has been nominated for this year's Nobel
prize for poetry by a group of young Greek parliamentarians.
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Then we suddenly hear that forgotten sound
as if that small scissors on Christmas Eve cuts the paper for the cupboard,
as if that white comb is carving the hair of a woman,
as if upraised on our toes we light our cigarette from the moon.
And we know, then, that at the bottom of our luggage
below the unwashed shirts and the torn socks
there still survives a small embroidered towel from domestic serenity
and that shadow of two beloved hands like two dry vine-leafs.
And it's strange. We want to weep.
OLD-COMRADE-MITSOS
by Yannis Ritsos

Old-comrade-Mitsos fell asleep.
Upon his gunflint mustache
moves the light of the Virgin.
Old-comrade-Mitsos gave his three sons to the struggle,
he gave his but and his vineyard.
Old-comrade-Mitsos has nothing else. He gave his life.
Old-comrade-Mitsos had one joy: his sons
were members of the Party.
Old-comrade-Mitsos had one grief: he was not
a member of the Party.
Old-comrade-Mitsos did not sign "The Statement of Renunciation."
They killed him.
Old-comrade-Mitsos fell asleep
as three calfs of clouds
drank water from the moon's pond.
Old-comrade-Mitsos fell asleep
with a huge red bird in his dream,
with the holy cross of the struggle
stitched ort the lining of his coat.
Had we searched his pockets what would we have found?
a small field of wheat stalks
and the shadow of a poplar-tree by the river.
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Within the knot of his handkerchief he kept
his wife's wedding band and a newspaper clipping
with the announcement of his last son's execution.
Old-comrade-Mitsos, tell your son to be at peace.
You know how to tell him in that Roumeliot style
to be at peace. Everything proceeds toward what we believed.
Not much is needed — just stir a little your gigantic mustache.
He knows. So long, Old-comrade-Mitsos.
He'll understand. Well, so long, old-comrade-Mitsos.
Leave your stick down here. It's needed.
We'll make a mast of it for a red flag.
Be assured, old-comrade-Mitsos, bright red.
Well, so long, old-comrade-Mitsos — it'll be red, we tell you,
like the blood of your sons murdered by the fascists
like the blood of all the world's fighters.
Well, so long, old-comrade-Mitsos.
So long, comrade — don't be distressed.
Your application was approved by the Party.
And the light was extremely glorious today,
glorious like the oath of the Revolution
the oath taken once and forever.
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GREEK WORKERS UNDER GERMAN CAPITALISM*
by William A. Pelz

One of the most remarkable post-war developments is the massive utilization of immigrant labor by the industries of Western Europe. The Federal
Republic of Germany s has based much of her "economic miracle" on the
labor of foreign workers. The condition and treatment of this part of the German labor force has become a subject for controversy in recent years. Among
those who attempt to defend the use of immigrant labor is Gerhard Ahl, whose
"The Situation of Greek Workers in Germany"' paints a pleasant picture of
contented Greeks earning a fair wage in return for a fair days' work. This
author takes every opportunity to stress the mutual advantages that flow for
both sides in the relationship between Greek workers and German capitalists.
The questions that must be examined are: What is the true objective condition
of the Greek workers in Germany? Why did German capital recruit Greek
labor?
The evidence shows that the life of immigrant workers in Germany is
anything but pleasant. After all, the German industrialists lured Greek and
other foreign workers to Germany for reasons of profit, not out of human
kindness. The employment of immigrant laborers has resulted in millions of
Marks in savings for the German economy. 3 That is to say, German capitalists
can get more labor at less expense by using non-German employees. 4
Moreover, the foreign worker has a great deal of difficulty in defending
himself from the employer's exploitation. Trade unions have, at least thus far,
been unwilling to rise to the challenge offered by waves of fresh workers from
the underdeveloped sections of Europe. Although many Greek workers are
concentrated in heavy industries that are traditionally unionized, only 22% of
the Greek work force belong to unions.' Even unionized Greeks have little
influence among organized labor. Because of the indifference of most German
union officials, the needs and demands of the immigrant often go unheeded. 6
Political freedoms are virtually non-existent for foreign workers. For years,
the Greek secret police operated in Germany while anti-Junta Greeks faced
deportation if they were suspected of radical political activity. As one study
concluded:
Immigrants' political rights are severely restricted by the Foreigners Law and
by new regulations issued since. A special department of the Verfassungesschutz, the German equivalent of the F.B.I. watches over immigrants . .
Any immigrant who steps out of line is likely to be expelled immediately.?

Despite the condition of foreign workers within Germany, some argue
that the employment of immigrant labor ". . . brings many advantages to the
*This short article was written in response to Gerhard Ahl's article which appeared in the
previous issue of the Journal. The editor would like to encourage more comprehensive
research and analysis on the situation of Greek (and foreign) workers in the U. S. and
Western Europe. — N. P.
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mother countries."' In fact, rather than assisting the development of the
Greek economy, the emigration of workers from their homeland has hindered
it. 9 During the decade and a half from 1955 to 1970, more than a million
Greeks left their homes to seek work abroad. The vast majority of these people
travelled to Germany. The result of this emigration is that the national economy of Greece has become seriously distorted. A major portion of the postwar Greek economy has been based on exporting surplus population.
Now that the world-wide recession has hit Germany, industrialists find
that they no longer need the vast number of foreign workers they once did.
Further immigration has been sharply curtailed while programs are instituted to
offer cash bonuses to those willing to go back where they came from. This has
meant a sharp decline in the number of Greeks able to find work in Germany.
This trend is reflected in the rapid drop of emigration from Greece:
1971
31,297
1972 14,267
1973
4,369
Despite this evidence, many view the situation of Greeks in Germany with
an attitude of calm complacency. Rather than admitting that the Greek worker
faces the very real possibility of conditions becoming much worse, the current
economic crisis is dismissed with a few words of optimism. Ahl, for one example, goes so far as to blame immigrant workers for the lay-offs that have already
occurred. He boldly maintains: "In the cases where employers and foreign coworkers parted ways, it was mostly a case of workers whose accomplishments
were negligible." 1° The source for this rather broad generalization is given as
facts provided by German industry. 11
The plight of immigrants in Germany isn't caused because they are lazy.
Neither is the problem the inability of foreign workers to cope with the requirements of modem industrial work. The situation of Greek workers in Germany
is determined by one simple truth: they are expendable. Greeks were brought
to Germany as a cheap source of highly mobile labor. Many were forced to
take jobs that few Germans would accept. Most immigrants are housed in rotten buildings collected together in areas which can only be described as slums.
They are hired when and if their employment suits the needs of the German
industrialists. And as a representative of the German Employers' Federation
noted: "In the case of a decline of the employment situation . . . the foreigner
would have to expect to be the first to lose his job." 12 In other words: last
hired, first fired.
At the same time, immigration has been used to divide the German
working class movement. Racism is stirred up among German workers who
are told that foreigners are to blame for everything from crime to unemployment. The mass media consciously plays German and non-German against each
other. One example of this is the March 31, 1966 headline of the widely read
Bildzeitung which read: "Do foreign workers work harder than German
workers?" 1 3
Greeks are not in Germany because the German government and industry wished to help them or their country. They were allowed into the country
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THE INTERGRATION OF FOREIGN WORKERS INTO
GERMAN SOCIETY

"Here we intergrate three Italians, eight Greeks or twelve Turks."

because immigration helped the German capitalists in two ways: (1) By encouraging immigration, Germany was changed from a labor-scarce economy
to a labor-saturated one. The masses from Greece and elsewhere formed an
industrial reserve army which helped keep the profit rate high. (2) The working
class movement lost much of its original unity as the work force became split
according to race, religion and nationality.' 4 On the other hand, the effect of
immigration was extremely harsh on Greeks and other immigrant workers.
They become super-exploited workers virtually without rights in a land far from
their homes.
Notes
1. By "Germany" from now on I am referring to the government of West Germany or the
Bundesrepublik Deutschland No references to Germany or use of the adjective "German" are meant to apply to the German Democratic Republic.
2. Gerhard Ahl, "The Situation of The Greek Workers in Germany," Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora, Vol. II, No. 2, April, 1975, p. 23.
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3. See the remarks of Wiehen and Petropoulos in Journal of Hellenic Diaspora, Vol. II,
No. 2, April, 1975, p. 73.
4. Ibid.

5. Stephen Castles and Godula Kosack, "Immigrant Workers and Trade Unions in the
German Federal Republic," Radical America, Vol. 8, No. 6, November-December,
1974, p. 66.
6. Ibid, pp. 67-68.
7. Ibid, p. 61.
8. Ahl, p. 24.
9. Wiehen and Petropoulos, p. 73.
10. Ahl, p. 30.
11. Ahl, p. 30.
12. John Charlton, "Guest Workers and Super Exploitation," International Socialism, No.
77, April, 1975, p. 11.
13. Castles and Kosack, Radical America, p. 68.
14. Stephen Castles and Godula Kosack, "The Function of Labour Immigration in Western
European Capitalism," New Left Review, No. 73, May-June, 1972, pp. 3-21.
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THE CYPRUS QUESTION AND THE VIEWS OF THE
TURKISH UNIVERSITIES*
Dear Colleague,
The Turkish Universities desire to appeal to universities throughout the
world to consider the following points so that a full understanding of the facts
concerning the Cyprus Question is ensured.
1. It is common knowledge that the series of events which finally led to
the establishment of the Republic of Cyprus by the Zurich and London Agreements of 1959 originated in the year 1954 while the sole purpose of Greece and
the Greek Cypriot community during the intervening period had been the total
annexation of Cyprus to Greece: the so-called policy of `Enosis.' Fully supported and, indeed, directed by the Greek governments of the time, the Greek
Cypriots behaved most unscrupulously, resorted to all kinds of bloody and ruthless means in their power and chose terrorization as their principal weapon for
the achievement of their purpose. The murderous attacks of the Greeks were
not directed at the representatives of the protectorate alone, but also against
the island's Turkish community, which had no aim other than that of living in
peace and freedom.
2. The Turkish Cypriot community welcomed the foundation of the independent Republic of Cyprus, established in accordance with the provisions
of the Zurich and London Agreements of 1959, as the opening of a new phase
in the island's history, but the Greek Cypriot community were never satisfied
with the new state. Whereas some of the Greek Cypriots were opposed to the
new state because they saw it as blocking the path which led to Enosis, others
who were less impatient, saw the new Republic of Cyprus as a firm step on the
path which must ultimately lead to Enosis. Among the latter was Archbishop
Makarios, the President of the Republic of Cyprus, and, in speeches and
statements made on a variety of occasions in the years from 1960 to 1963 the
Archbishop stated this view in the clearest of terms pointing to the fact that
Enosis had not been forgotten as the ultimate objective, for the island would,
sooner or later, unite with Greece. Such declarations of the Archbishop are
frequent in the documents of that period.
3. The Cyprus Crisis of 1963-64 was the outcome of a ruthless plot
prepared [in collusion] by Archbishop Makarios and the government in Athens.
Its aim was to annihilate the Turkish community by widespread massacres and
thus facilitate the annexation of the island by Greece. It was in order to
achieve this aim that so many members of the Turkish community, men, young
and old, women and even children were slaughtered with indiscriminate brutality on New Year's Day, 1963. Such atrocities continued throughout 19M
*This piece is being circulated by right-wing Turkish students at American Universities
throughout the U. S. It was brought to my attention by George Moustakis who at the time
was a graduate student at the University of Chicago Theological Seminary. We reprint
it here in its entirety and follow it with a critical reply by Prof. Van Coufoudakis. — N. P.
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and will be remembered as among the most savage acts of genocide in history.
The terrible events of the years 1963 and 1964 were a source of deep anxiety
in Turkey, concerned as she has always been for the survival and freedom of
the Turkish Cypriot community.
4. Realizing that she would never be able to achieve her aim of Enosis
through the Greek Cypriot community under the Makarios administration,
Greece sought the fulfillment of her objective by military means and from the
summer of 1964 onwards sent as many as 12,000 troops to Cyprus in contravention of the terms of the 1959 Zurich and London Agreements which had
allowed Turkey to maintain 650 soldiers on the island while Greece was allowed
950 of her own. It is difficult to interpret the silence of those who now advocate the independence and national sovereignty of Cyprus, in the face of that
flagrant violation of the principles of international legal agreements.
5. Having come to power by a coup d'etat in April, 1967, the Greek
Military Junta also visualized a policy of genocide as the only means of securing the objective of Enosis and, after a series of massacres, the Second Cyprus
Crisis occurred in that same year. Even the Greek publications revealed that
the acts of aggression against the Turkish Cypriots were the product of a joint
plan drawn up by Archbishop Makarios and the military regime in Athens.
Although the crisis of 1967 subsided through Turkey's firm attitude, by
the withdrawal of Greek forces from Cyprus and the removal of General Grivas
from the island, Greece sent Grivas back to Cyprus in August 1971, and used
both the 2,000 troops and officers which she had left in Cyprus and the Greek
National Guard under the command of Greek officers for the realization of
Enosis, a cause which she has never given up.
6. It became apparent during the intercommunal negotiations conducted
between 1968 and 1973, which had as their object the establishment of a new
constitutional status for Cyprus, that the 1959 Zurich and London Agreements and the 1960 Constitution of the Republic of Cyprus which recognized
the existence of a distinct Turkish community on the island, were sources of
dissatisfaction to the Greek community. This was owing to the fact that the
recognition of the Turks on the island as a distinct community constituted an
important barrier to the realization of plans for Enosis. What Greece and with
her the Greek Cypriots wanted was that the Turkish community should be
treated as a minority group, thus ensuring that they would remain under the
hegemony of the Greek Cypriots and so facilitate subsequent annexation of the
island as a whole to Greece. For Greece and the Greek Cypriots' territorial
ambitions were of greater importance than the rights of the Turkish people on
the island or their desire to lead decent, honorable lives.
7. Recent events have disclosed that while international talks were in
progress, Greece, together with the Makarios government, violating both the Agreements and the Constitution, organized an army of 40,000 men, provided with
officers all of whom were sent from Greece. What explanation can those who
to-day uphold the independence and sovereignty of Cyprus offer for their indifference to such open intervention on the part of Greece? How could anyone
ignore the role of Makarios in this intervention?
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8. It was this 40,000 strong Greek military force in Cyprus that set in
motion the events of July, 1974. The overthrow of President Makarios with
the aid of Greek intervention and the accession to power of Nikos Sampson
by force were evident preliminaries to a further attempt at Enosis the means to
which would once again be massacres which, if unresisted, would result in the
annihilation of the Turkish community. So many proofs of this have been
forthcoming that their repetition is, we feel, unnecessary when we address
ourselves to any independent judge. The very fact that the man who was then
made President of Cyprus was a cold-blooded killer and former terrorist leader,
who had gloried in his crimes, is sufficient to indicate the more than probable
fate of the Turkish community under any regime led by him.
9. The course which the events in Cyprus have followed during the last
twenty years has revealed certain uncontrovertible facts. First, the annexation
of Cyprus, i.e., Enosis, is the supreme national ideal of Greece and the Greek
Cypriot community. Neither Greece nor the Greek Cypriot community have
ever had any faith in an independent and sovereign Republic of Cyprus. Moreover they consider such a republic to be an obstacle to Enosis. As a further
obstacle, indeed the greatest obstacle of all, there is the Turkish Cypriot community and, in view of their consideration to this end, both Greece and the
Greek Cypriot community have consistently striven to remove that community
by terrorization and massacre as the methods most likely to answer their evil
purposes. While Greece and Greek Cypriots have acted in contravention to the
Zurich and London Agreements, ignored Human Rights and the provisions of
international law, the Turkish Cypriot community and Turkey herself have been
most careful to abide by those same agreements and the rule of law, limiting
themselves to the rights accorded to them by such rules and always seeking for
the peaceful solution to the crises brought about by the acts of violence resorted
to by the other side.
10. The peace-keeping operation undertaken in Cyprus on Turkey's part
between 20th July and 14th August, 1974 should be judged in the light of the
above facts alone. It was upon the Greek intervention in the internal affairs of
Cyprus on July 15th that Turkey exposed yet another Greek attempt at Enosis
and in order to prevent the imminent collapse of the independent and sovereign
state of Cyprus, and to protect the Turkish community on the island against
possible acts of aggression and subsequent massacre or even genocide, invited
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to act jointly with
her in accordance with Article Four of the 1960 Guarantee Agreement to which
Greece, Turkey, Cyprus and the United Kingdom were all signatories.
As the Government of the United Kingdom evaded the issue and refused to assume its responsibility, Turkey, using the right given to her under
Article Four of the Guarantee Agreement, began her peace operation on the
island to prevent the annexation of Cyprus by Greece and genocide of the
Turks on the island.
Turkey's peace operation has revealed all too clearly Greece's readiness to realize her dual aim of Enosis and genocide. Monasteries, churches and
hospitals had been used for military purposes and equipped by the Greeks with
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heavy guns thus constituting military positions while churches and hospitals
were turned into centres for the training of terrorists whose sole purpose was
slaughter.
11. The preamble to the United Nations Charter states that one of the
principal aims of the Organization is "to establish conditions under which ..
respect for the obligations arising from treaties and other sources of international law can be maintained." Regardless of this statement, one of the distinctive features of Greek foreign policy has been to evade the terms of treaties
which she has signed. The latest example of such behaviour is connected with
the agreement signed in Geneva on July 30th, 1974. Greece completely ignored
the obligations which she had undertaken in fulfillment of this agreement:
Hundreds of Turkish villages and tens of thousands of Turkish Cypriots were
surrounded by the EOKA-B Organization and the Greek Cypriot forces, under
the command of Greek officers, and threatened with annihilation. Turkey was
once again forced to a realization that the Turkish community in Cyprus was in
grave danger and this was one of the main reasons for the second peace operation, which was initiated on August 15th, 1974.
12. The operation undertaken in Cyprus on the part of Turkey is fully
in keeping with agreements which have also been registered by the United
Nations Organization and it has one object and one object only — the protection of the Turkish Community in Cyprus from attack by Greek Cypriots
and Greece, from aggressions amounting to massacres and even genocide. It
aims at the establishment of order, of safety and the security of life and property which alone is compatible with human rights and human dignity. The developments of the last twenty years have shown that the most effective way of
ensuring such a regime of security will be the establishment of a geographical
federation based on the principle of the recognition of the separate existence of
the two communities. In view of the fact that the federal solution has proved
effective in such multi-national states as the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics,
the Republic of Switzerland and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,
opposition to the application of this solution to the Cyprus problem would appear to be due to insufficient goodwill.
13. Greece has complained that forty percent of the island is under the
control of the Turkish peace-keeping force. However, the fact is that some
thirty-five percent is actually concerned, while it should not be forgotten that
when the Cyprus problem became an international issue in 1954, Turkish Cypriots earning their living by agriculture possessed some thirty-three percent of
the tillable land. Since then, the acts of aggression, terrorization and massacres
which have occurred steadily over the years have forced many Turkish Cypriots to the dire necessity of abandoning their lands and the homes in which
they have lived for so many years. It is indeed a regrettable fact that those
who appear so concerned about the problem of Greek refugees now, have not
shown an equal concern for the fate of those large numbers of Turkish Cypriots who, for many years past, have been driven from their lands and homes
and deprived of their livelihood.
The purpose of Turkey's intervention in the Cyprus issue is not the acqui-
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sition of land or the extension of her territories, as is the case with Greece.
Her aim is to provide the 120,000 Turks living on the island with safety of life
and security of livelihood consistent with human dignity. In Cyprus, as in all
international relations, peace can neither be established nor made durable in the
absence of security. A civil order which will bring this security and therefore
lasting peace to both communities will be achieved only if Turkey and Greece,
the two countries directly involved, meet at the conference table and negotiate
a settlement. Greece has so far eschewed all talks. It is customary, is it not,
for well-intentioned people who are seeking a solution to a problem to come
together and talk their positions over?
My dear colleague, although the Cyprus problem is primarily the problem
of my country, it is also an international problem and I have therefore attempted
to submit for your consideration the facts of the inhuman treatment to which
Turkish Cypriots have for long been subjected by Greece and their Greek
Cypriot neighbours with the serious objectivity which is alone worthy of a
scholar regardless of his nationality.
— Prof Dr. Tahsin Ozguc
Rector, University of Ankara
President, Turkish Universities'
Documentation Centre for Cyprus
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REVIEW
The Cyprus Question and the Views of the Turkish Universities by Dr. Tahsin Ozguc, Rector, University of Ankara and President of the Turkish Universities' Documentation Center
for Cyprus.

We have recently received this Turkish propaganda flier on the Cyprus
Question which has been mailed to various American Universities and International Student Centers. Normally we would not engage in rebuttals over such
propaganda materials. But given the seriousness of the Cyprus situation and
the fact that under the guise of a statement by the Rector of the University of
Ankara the Turkish government continues to promote its falsehoods over Cyprus,
we felt this flier needed a definite response.
The first two sections of this flier deal with the colonial phase of the
Cyprus Question. Reference is made to the "Greek terrorism" on the island
against the Turkish Cypriots. The record of the anti-colonial rebellion clearly
shows that EOKA's activity centered primarily against the colonial forces. Actions against Turkish Cypriot policemen and Turkish Cypriot terrorist groups
did not commence until the latter phase of the anti-colonial rebellion, when
under British instigation and support Turkish terrorist groups (such as TMT
and Volkan) began attacking the Greek Cypriot civilian population.
Then we come to the collapse of the Zurich and London agreements in
November 1963. The collapse was not because of "plots" on the Greek side,
but due to the institutionalisation of communalism in Cyprus and the suspicions of both Cypriot communities that by 1963 made inoperative the unrealistic independence agreements. These agreements were imposed on the Cypriots
in London by outside powers under the threat of partition. Thus the Greek
Cypriot leadership accepted a unique constitutional arrangement that formalized
communal divisions; gave the 18% Turkish minority veto powers over the policy
making institutions of the Republic; provided for undue representation (e.g.
30% in parliament; 40% in the army; 30% in the civil service) in the various
institutions of the country; and formalized the penetration of the independent
Republic by external powers, i.e. Turkey, Britain and Greece.
Then Rector Ozguc raises the question of the Greek forces that were
sent to Cyprus by Greece after 1963, beyond the terms of the independence
agreements. These forces were sent there because of the repeated invasion
threats by Turkey against Cyprus (from Christmas 1963 to August 1964).
These invasion threats are well documented in the discussions of the Cyprus
Question at the United Nations, as well as the repeated interventions of the U. S.
and the U.S.S.R. to stop these threats (e.g. , see the Johnson ultimatum to
Inonu of June, 1964; and the actions of the U. S. and the U.S.S.R. in August
of 1964 following the Turkish air attacks against Cyprus). Cyprus at the time
had neither the military forces, nor the capability to resist her well-armed
NATO neighbor.
Nor does the record support the Rector's allegations of collusion between
Makarios and Athens since 1967. How can the Rector explain the secret
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Greco-Turkish talks of 1966-1973, which were undertaken under U. S. initiatives; were intended to partition Cyprus; and called for the elimination of
Makarios and Cyprus' sovereignty? These actions were clearly against the continued independence of Cyprus as defined by the international agreements to
which Turkey was a signatory. Or how can the Rector explain the overthrow
of Makarios by the Greek Junta last July?
Moreover, sections 9-11 of the flier exhibit a strange kind of logic. The
main problem of Cyprus since 1963 was the maintenance of its independence
and sovereignty rather than how to bring about enosis with Greece. Thus the
main thread to the Republic's existence was Turkey's persistence in bringing
about the partition of Cyprus. This plan has been advocated at the United
Nations by Turkey since 1956; has been pursued in the secret negotiations with
Greece from 1966 to 1973; and has been nearly fulfilled by the Turkish invasion of Cyprus last July.
The flier also calls the invasion of Cyprus a "peacekeeping" operation.
We would like to believe that the Rector's linguistic ability is better than that.
What kind of "peacekeeping" operation forcibly occupies forty per cent of an
independent state; creates refugees of fifty per cent of the population of Cyprus; leaves thousands of dead, injured and missing persons; and devastates the
economy of a free country?
Then we are confronted with statements of Turkey's concern over minorities and its abiding faith in international law. How strange! How about the
obligations of Turkey under the 1923 Lausanne Treaty toward Greeks living in
Turkey? The genocide committed against nearly three million Armenians?
The fate of the Kurds in Turkey? Or of the Arabs living under military rule in
the sanjak of Iskenderun and Antioch? It is ironic that the Rector also remembers the preamble of the United Nations Charter which calls for respect of
international obligations. What were Turkey's international obligations toward
its minorities? How have these obligations been implemented over the years?
Moreover, doesn't the Rector realize that the United Nations Charter also
speaks of abstaining from the threat of and the use of force against the sovereignty, independence, and territorial integrity of the organization's members?
Isn't Turkey one of the guarantors of Cypriot independence under the 1959
Agreements? In the case of Cyprus haven't these principles also been encompassed in numerous resolutions that have been adopted by the Security Council and the General Assembly between 1963-1975 and which have been violated
and ignored by Turkey consistently in this period?
The Rector also proposes the federal solution as the only solution for
Cyprus. But his use of examples of other federated states (e.g. Switzerland,
U.S.S.R., Yugoslavia)fails to account for the conditions that brought about
these federations and their patterns of administration. He also fails to remember
that eminent jurists and diplomats, such as Lord Radcliffe of the United Kingdom in 1956-57 and Galo Plaza in 1965, specifically examined and rejected
the ideas of federation in the case of Cyprus. Moreover, "federation" in the
current Turkish vocabulary stands for the physical and geographical separation
of the two Cypriot communities and this amounts to the partition of Cyprus,
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i.e., Turkey's goal since 1956.
Finally the flier also justifies the occupation of forty per cent of Cyprus
by Turkey on the unfounded statistics that Turkish Cypriots own thirty-five
per cent of the land in Cyprus. Not only British statistics do not support these
percentages of land ownership; but even if they did, would this justify similar
actions in other multiethnic societies? What also of the land ownership and
the percentage of the Arab population that lived in the sanjak of Iskenderun
and Antioch? Why weren't these Arabs allowed to opt for partitioning these
territories under the same reasoning? After all, didn't the Arabs constitute
at least forty-nine per cent of the population of these disputed territories?
The Rector also argues that Greece has eschewed talks on Cyprus. He
again exhibits short memory as to who used force in Cyprus, who issued ultimata, and who failed to negotiate in Geneva. The record of the Turkish
blackmail in Geneva in August of 1974 is well documented by the British
Foreign Secretary and the second Turkish invasion of Cyprus. Nine months
later, in May of 1975, Turkish Premier Demirel repeated similar threats in his
"take it or leave it" proposals on Cyprus in his recent interview with Le Monde
that was published during the latest round of Greco-Turkish negotiations.
Finally the Rector fails to mention that Turkey is also using the Cyprus
situation in order to promote unfounded legal claims in the Aegean continental
shelf. Although Turkey has reluctantly accepted the Greek offer to adjudicate
her claims at the International Court of Justice, she is also lobbying for bilateral negotiations in order to pressure Greece into concessions.
Anyone acquainted with the Cyprus problem over the last twenty
years cannot but see through this type of propaganda. Unfortunately, materials of this type do not contribute to the solution of this tragic dispute.
— Van Coufoudakis
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THE CYPRUS PANEL AT THE MIDWEST POLITICAL
SCIENCE ASSOCIATION MEETING
At the 33rd Annual Meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association in
Chicago, Ill., Professor Gerald Houseman, of Indiana University at Fort Wayne,
chaired a panel on "United Nations Peacekeeping: Cyprus." The panel met in
the late afternoon of Friday, May 2, 1975.
Four major papers were delivered. Kyriakos C. Markides (University of
Maine) spoke on "Internal Weaknesses and External Intervention: The Collapse
of the Cyprus Republic." Starting with a brief analysis of the Makarios government's power and authority, he stressed the position of Archbishop Makarios
himself as an elected, traditional, and charismatic leader and his control of major
sources of economic and political power on the island. He then focused on the
growth of a "disloyal opposition" within the Greek Cypriot community and
explored the historical and social context and concrete manifestations of the
division within the Greek Cypriot community between the majority which supported Makarios (and if not precisely independence, at least deferred "enosis")
and an increasingly violent minority, struggling for immediate "enosis" with
Greece. This profound split made possible — and itself was greatly exacerbated by — extensive intervention by the Greek military junta into Cypriot affairs, through propaganda, indoctrination of the Cypriot National Guard, support for and ultimately (after Grivas' death) control over EOKA-B, and eventually the July 15 coup d'etat against President Makarios. The speaker discussed
further the measures that the Makarios government could have taken to prevent
the coup and the reasons why no effective action was undertaken, concluding
with a review of events in the tragic summer of 1974 and of United States policies and action.
In a highly condensed and informative paper, Van Coufoudakis (Indiana
University at Fort Wayne) discussed "United Nations Peacekeeping and Peacemaking and the Cyprus Question." He surveyed the three main periods of UN
involvement in the Cyprus question: During the colonial phase of the question
(1954-1959), attempts to utilize the United Nations by the interested parties
(primarily Greece and, in opposition to it, the United Kingdom, Turkey, and
the United States) led to a reformulation of the entire issue. After the collapse of the first Cypriot Republic (1963) and the initiation of armed conflict
between the Greek and Turkish communities on the island, there were at first
several attempts to settle the issue without recourse to the United Nations,
either by arrangements among the guarantor powers or within the NATO structures. When these failed — chiefly because of Greek Cypriot opposition — the
issue came before the UN Security Council. Eventually, a UN force (UNFICYP) was authorized and accepted by Cyprus and the other parties. The related UN resolutions also gave the organization a "peacemaking" role, charging
it with the active pursuit of a permanent settlement. Yet, while the UN was
successful in keeping the peace (until 1974), its peacemaking function was
greatly impeded by lack of support from the superpowers and by the reluctance of UN members to push for any particular solution. The UN presence thus
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led to pacific perpetuation of the conflict. The speaker examined further the
causes of the inadequacy of the UN response in the latest phase of the conflict,
since July 15, 1974. He cited the attitudes and actions of the United States
and the Soviet Union, the coup's destructive effect on the diplomatic standing
of Cyprus, and various basic constraints on UN action. The Cyprus dispute
thus illustrates both the possibilities and the limits of UN peacekeeping and
peacemaking.
The third paper was delivered by Kemal Karpat (University of Wisconsin at
Madison) and it dealt with "Turkey, the UN, and the Cyprus Question." The
speaker focused on the Turkish point of view, which he saw as primarily
concerned with considerations of national security, especially avoidance of
encirclement by Greek island territory. He stressed the Turkish perception of
continuing Greek and Greek Cypriot moves aimed ultimately at enosis. He thus
accounted for the Turkish attack of July 20 as a natural response to the fear of
an immediate declaration of enosis by the Sampson administration imposed by
the coup against Makarios. He noted that Kemal Ataturk's policy of retaining
only territories with a Turkish majority in the population was still in effect and
insisted that the Turkish Government preferred an independent Cyprus rather
than partition and "double enosis."
Nikiforos Diamandouros (S.U.N.Y., Orange County Community College)
spoke on "NATO and the Political Disintegration of Cyprus: A Case Study in
Linkage Politics." He approached the issue from a long-range historical perspective, describing the evolution of the separate religious communities on Cyprus — recognized within the Ottoman Empire — into distinct ethnic groupings under the distorting impact of British colonial rule. He insisted on the
need to study the continuing interaction of factors traditionally described
as "external" and "internal." Discussing United States involvement since the
nineteen forties, he stressed age-old Greek policies of subordination to the
"Powers" and he pointed at the differing American images of Greece and Turkey which result in significant differences in the treatment afforded the two
nations. He went on to explore the role of NATO in the Cyprus question, in
particular after the establishment of the first Cyprus republic.
A. A. Fatouros (Indiana University at Bloomington) and Stanley Kyriakides (William Patterson College, N. J.) were the commentators. The first
stressed a conclusion that appears to flow from both the Coufoudakis and the
Markides papers, that all parties concerned, but especially the Greek Cypriot
leadership, had failed to take advantage of the relative peace brought about by
the UN action and the international situation and to push forcefully enough
for a permanent settlement of the issues between the two communities during
the 1964-1974 period. He went on to criticize the Karpat paper for its failure
to discuss the conflicts and differing positions and interests on the Turkish side
and for its misperceptions of some of the positions on the Greek Cypriot side.
Stanley Kyriakides pointed out that he was undoubtedly affected by his immediate experiences in Cyprus, from which he had just returned; he criticized
Professor Karpat for his uncritical support of the Turkish position and for his
failure to acknowledge the evils of the Turkish invasion of the island.
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There followed a brief discussion from the floor, mainly focused on the
respective virtues of the Greek and Turkish positions.
In the main, the panel did not concern itself with the topic of its title
(the principal exception being the Coufoudakis paper). Yet the papers offered
valuable information and precious interpretative insights into many significant
aspects of the Cyprus issue. The entire exercise was very useful in clarifying
facts, identifying issues, and suggesting interpretations of particular events and
of basic trends.
— A. A. Fatouros
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NOTES ON THE LATER HISTORY OF THE COMMITTEE*
by Emanuel Maxwell

I joined the Committee in the early summer of 1968, a little more than a
year after its formation. It came to my attention when I heard one of their first
radio programs on WILD which listed our now familiar P. 0. Box 648 as the
contact address. I had been earlier aware that there was an anti junta organization functioning locally but had not known how to get in touch.
I had long been interested in the Greek language and culture. In part, my
interest stemmed from an early introduction to a little bit of classical Greek in
high school. In the middle sixties, some members of my family visited Greece
as tourists; my interest in Greece was rekindled and I decided to learn some
modern Greek. I enrolled in an adult education course in Cambridge in the
fall of 1966 and was immediately captivated by the spirit of the demotic language and the little I began to glean of modern Greek culture and history. I
thought that I might go to Greece soon, perhaps the following summer. Then,
the junta struck, spreading a curse over it all! To me, it was a double affront.
Greece deserved better; more than that, as an adult, I had followed the rise of
fascism in the thirties and the struggle of the Second World War. Here it was
all over again!
In the Committee, I found a group of people giving of their time, their
energy and their money to promote the cause of Greek freedom. I liked their
spirit. They were a mixed group, some old, some young, some middle-aged;
working people, students, a few small businessmen, some people from the
academic community. (The actual working group was small; at any one time,
it was never more than a dozen or two but there were other sympathizers we
could enlist for special occasions when we brought together three or four hundred people.) I saw they needed help and tried to do what I could.
By the time I joined, some of the original founders were no longer with
the Committee. Those remaining were Ray and Rita McNally and George
Anagnostopoulos, and there were the later arrivals. In addition to those Ray
has mentioned were Jah Gardner who had lived in Greece and was there during
the April 21st coup; John Chames, Becky Assmus, James Pappathanassi, Elvira
Weisman; these are a few that come to mind.
At that time, we were also conducting a campaign trying to discourage
tourism in Greece. We soon gave up on that. One of our targets was the local
Greek-American community which, of course, accounted for a large part of the

*This account is reprinted from the last issue of Elutheria ("Freedom"), VoL IV, No. 6,
March 1975 with the permission of the editors and the author. It describes poignantly
the activities of the Committee for the Restoration of Lbmocratic Government in Greece
which was based in Waltham, Massachusetts. The account also provides us with insights
into the common ups and downs of grassroots anti-junta groups in the U. S. The Editor
would like to urge other anti-junta groups to share their experience with the JournaL We
are especially interested in critical analyses of anti-junta organizations in the U. S.
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travel to Greece. We were not very successful. The pro-junta sympathies of
most of the Greek-Americans led them to reject us as very suspicious people,
probably Communists! We soon dropped that campaign and concentrated on
other objectives.
The radio program was only two or three months old and the prospects
for its success seemed dim. It cost us $100 a week and we had hoped to raise
enough money from listeners' contributions to support it, but that wasn't happening. From week to week, we debated whether or not to drop it. We didn't
seem to be getting much audience response and weren't sure anyone was listening. Nevertheless, we kept on during that first summer, went into debt, dug
into our own pockets, held a fund-raising party, and managed to keep it afloat.
By the time the fall came around, we knew we were getting through. Some contributions began to come in, and we began to get flak from the pro junta
Greek-Americans. It seemed that almost the entire Greek community tuned in
to The Voice of Greece on Sunday morning. Some of these were democrats
who were encouraged and cheered by our message, some were essentially apolitical but enjoyed the musical content and the absence of schlock commercials.
And, there were the pro-junta people who hated our guts, but simply couldn't
resist the urge to hear what the "Communists" had to say. We used to hear
from them, almost without exception in the form of anonymous, idiotic,
threatening, and obscene letters.
So, we continued the program. About one-third or more of the cost we
carried ourselves, perhaps a third came from contributors, and the rest we made
up by holding fund-raising parties, a dance or a film-showing, to which we could
attract a few hundred sympathizers. We featured interviews with Andreas
Papandreou, George Mylonas, Eleni Vlachou, and James Becket when they
came to Boston. The backbone of the program was a running account of the
news of Greece gathered from the American and foreign press. We also featured good music and modern Greek poetry. In the beginning, Ray McNally
and I did the English part of the program and George Anagnostopoulos and
Stratis Haviaras the Greek. Later, George moved to the West Coast and Ray
went abroad for an extended period, and so Stratis and I carried on.
It grew into a regular Sunday morning routine: every Sunday morning,
off to the radio station where we'd meet Harry Larson who stood by to give us
moral support. Harry was a staunch Greek-American democrat in his seventies,
retired. Many years ago, he came to America from his native island of Samos
and he carried within him the best of both worlds. Later we lost him, a victim
of cancer, and I wrote a piece about him in Eleutheria Vol. II, No. 12. We
lost another of our inspired workers to cancer, Jan Gardner, a young girl who
illuminated the early efforts of our Committee. (Eleutheria Vol. I, No. 9-10);
our program that following Sunday was sad.
The radio program kept going until November 1970. By that time, financial support had dwindled and we were deeply in debt, so we decided to close
it down. A fuller account of our experiences with The Voice of Greece was
published in Eleutheria Vol. I, No. 8.
We had started Eleutheria in April 1970 precisely because we anticipated
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the demise of the radio program and wished to continue with some form of
public expression of the local anti junta movement. It was Stratis' suggestion
that we try our hand at putting out a monthly publication which would contain news, comment and a little about the arts. I had no experience in anything of that sort, but I was willing to try. Stratis had apparently been involved in some amateur publication in Greece a few years earlier and set up the
format for our beginning efforts. We were joined by Jennie Tucker who took
up the project with great enthusiasm and was instrumental in making it a success. Our first efforts were perhaps a little crude technically, but we tried to
turn out something with an original style. As time went on, we improved. We
were helped by a willing crew who assisted in news-gathering, writing, editing,
graphics and the vast amount of mechanical work. Cynthia Angelides, GraceAnne Stipe, Penny Darras, Marilyn Betts, John Joanou, Gail Haviaras, Kappy
Roper, Diane Nelson, Mary Christopher, Toula Coules, Carol Bower, Anestis
Ghanotakis pitched in and lent a hand. In a later stage, Karen Vournakis,
Eleni Odoni and Angeliki Laiou helped. In the fall of 1973, local students became very active in the anti-junta movement and formed their own group, the
Action Group for Greece. A team from the Action Group worked with us to
turn out Vol. IV. I will not be able to list them all; they were credited in
each issue, usually only by first name as many were Greeks and had to be
careful, but I would like to mention Alex Siapkaras, George Papageorgiou,
John Protonotarios, Claudine Langille, Andrea Devine, Gail Fuhrer, and Mary
La Violette.
Our paid circulation never exceeded 200, and we usually distributed
another 200 complimentary copies. We must have reached a wider audience,
however. Among our subscribers were the New York Public Library, the Boston
Public Library, and about a half dozen or more university libraries. For a
while, Eleutheria was sold in some of the local bookstores. From time to time,
we were surprised to learn that Eleutheria was known well beyond our distribution list. I'm sure we could have greatly enlarged the circulation if we had the
time to work at it.
The Voice of Greece and Eleutheria were the two continuing activities of
the Committee, but we functioned in other ways as well. In the earlier days,
our fund-raising parties for the radio program were opportunities for hundreds
of Greeks, Greek-Americans, and philhellenes to get together and demonstrate
their support for Greek freedom. Over the seven-year period, there were teachins and demonstrations at local universities which we assisted in moral and
material ways. By continuing as a functioning group, we were able to offer assistance and information to these efforts. One of our last activities was participation in a TV and radio press conference dealing with the Cyprus crisis on
the eve of the Greek junta's collapse. We joined with the Emergency Committee for Greece, the Democratic Defense, PAK, and the Action Group for Greece
in condemning the U. S. policy and appealing for public support for the restoration of legitimate government of President Makarios. That was on the Monday
following the weekend of the Turkish invasion of Cyprus. The next day, the
junta government collapsed, Caramanlis was called back, and it was evident that
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a new era was beginning with its own problems. But those would be problems
for the Greeks in Greece, and our work was coming to an end.
In looking back, one has to ask what did it all amount to, what did we
accomplish? Certainly none of us entertained illusions of grandeur that our
work would change the course of history; merely we would try to keep people
informed of the ingredients that were going into the making of that history as
it affected Greece. From time to time, we would receive letters from other
groups addressing us as "Dear Fellow Freedom Fighters" or some other extravagant phrase that would make me wince a little. After all, our struggle was
with our own inertia; what we fought was the indifference, apathy and ignorance of others; what we sacrificed was only a little time, a little money. The
heroes were those who suffered imprisonment and torture at the hands of the
junta, those who lost their livelihoods and their lives. I would agree with Ray
McNally that our main contribution was to keep the spirit of Greek freedom and
democracy alive in the Boston area; we did not do it alone, but I believe our
constancy and persistence served a purpose and guided and inspired others. I
cannot say whether or not the sum total of the work of all the committees
like our own, in the U. S. and the rest of the world, contributed in some
indirect way to the restoration of freedom in Greece. We did what we did
because it was harder not to do it.
The work of the Committee brought together a diverse group of people
who shared common ideals and enjoyed working together. About half were
of Greek extraction and the rest assorted Americans. It was a healthy mixture
in which there were elements of enthusiasm, emotion and rationality in the
proper proportion to keep the activity moving forward without too many internal explosions. We avoided taking a political line because we felt that would be
improper and fruitless for an American-based group. Lasting friendships were
formed. We suffered when death took two of our well-loved comrades. And,
for some, friendship became something more — there were two marriages within
the group.
This account is necessarily subjective and I would not pretend that I
have done justice to all events and all people. I have written about that which
comes easily to mind. Perhaps these matters are interesting only to our small
group; but we thought that some of our readers who supported our efforts for
many years might like to know about them.
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PRESS REVIEW ON GREEK DEVELOPMENTS
4- 1-75 Nicosia. Greek and Turkish Cypriots fought raging gun battles for
nearly three hours here today, killing a Canadian officer with the
UN peace force and wounding two Greek Cypriots. A spokesman
for the UN described the shooting as "one of the most serious
breaches of the cease-fire in recent months."
4- 8-75 Greece and the U.S.A. opened talks yesterday on the future of
American military bases in the country.
416-75 Striking high school students marched today through the streets of
Athens asking for easier year-end examinations.
4-20-75 Cyprus. More than 2,000 Greek Cypriot women, joined by Greek
actress Melina Mercury and other foreigners, were turned back
from the military checkpoint of Dherynia when they sought permission to return to their homes in Turkish-occupied Cyprus, In
Athens, more than 15,000 persons marched in support of the Cyprus
protesters.
4-21-75 Athens. Battling police kept a mob of young leftists from setting
fire to the U. S. Embassy during a march by about 500,000 persons
observing the "black anniversary" of the 1967 military coup. The
riot was touched off by thousands of leftist youths chanting "Americans! Murderers!" and "Kick the Embassy out!" as they poured
gasoline on an American flag and set it ablaze in front of the Embassy. The demonstrators fled when police armored cars arrived
and the police began hurling tear gas grenades.
4-21-75 Greek Premier Constantine Caramanlis' New Democracy Party suffered a net loss of four seats in parliamentary by-elections but retained its legislative majority.
4-27-75 Greek and Turkish Cypriot leaders began talks in Vienna aimed at
finding a solution that would allow the two rival communities on
the Mediterranean island to live in peace with each other.
4-30-75 Six U. S. destroyers began preparation to leave Greek waters under
the agreement between Greece and the U. S. A. to end the 6th
Fleet's use of Elefsis as a home-port. Approximately 2,000 sailors
and 1,200 dependents will leave when the destroyers depart and
several hundred U. S. airmen will depart when the base section at
the airport closes.
5- 7-75 At the Commonwealth Conference in Jamaica, President Makarios
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said that the UN must intervene in all international issues and that
the members who are great powers should offer substantial and sincere assistance.
5- 8-75 Andreas Papandreou, leader of PASOK, visited Damascus early this
month for talks with the leadership of the ruling socialist BAATH
Party. The two parties have signed agreements to promote relationships between themselves and to exchange ideological texts and
experiences on various problems.
5-14-75 Rome. The foreign ministers of Greece and Turkey met at the
Turkish Embassy for the first round of negotiations on the Cyprus
problem and on a more recent conflict over oil rights in the Aegean
Sea.
5-18-75 President Makarios, after his meeting with Kissinger, said that
"Cyprus will never accept a de facto situation created by the use
of force." The Archbishop told Kissinger that "the problem, as it
is presented today, is really a military occupation by Turkey, an
occupation of a large part of the island. No one has the right to
ask us to submit to such a situation which in fact is the outcome
of an invasion."
5-22-75 Henry Tasca, former U. S. ambassador to Greece, disclosed yesterday he had recommended that the U.S.A. prevent the July 1974
Turkish invasion of Cyprus by 'interposing' the Sixth Fleet. Secretary of State' Kissinger rejected the recommendation, the retired
diplomat told a news conference.
5-23-75 George Papadopoulos, the ex-dictator of Greece, has been officially
charged with high treason and insurrection, the government of
Greece has announced. 24 of his associates in the April 1967 coup
were similarly charged.
6- 1-75 Brussels. The premiers of Greece and Turkey pledged to settle the
quarrels that brought their nations to gunpoint last summer and
weakened the southern flank of NATO. After nearly 3 14 hours of
face-to-face talks, they proclaimed in a communique: "These problems should be resolved peacefully through negotiations."
6- 5-75 Deposed King Constantine and members of his family are free to
return to Greece. Greek Parliament reversed an earlier decision to
bar Constantine Glucksburg and his relatives from holding elective or
other public posts in Greece.
6- 7-75 Vienna. The leaders of Greek and Turkish ethnic communities on
Cyprus ended their second round of talks last week two days ahead
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of schedule because of a dispute over the separate state established
by Turkish Cypriots in the wake of last year's war.
6-13-75 Brussels. Greece took a big step toward joining the European political and economic community by asking for full membership in
the European Common Market as soon as possible.

— Dino Siotis
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THE GREEK CULTURAL CENTER
A new cultural association has been organized by workers, students,
and scientists to develop political and social consciousness among the
mass of Greek immigrants and to create an intellectual atmosphere for
the maintenance of Greek language and culture. The Association has
acquired a sizeable membership within a short time and has rented a large
hall in the heart of the Chicago Greek district (around Lawrence and
Western). In addition, the Association has begun building up a library.
Among the Association's programs have been lectures, weekly discussions,
art exhibits, poetry presentations, and film projections. The lectures
centered on China, Iran, and the Kurds; the discussions dealt with the
cinema, science, history, feminism, and Marxism; the art exhibit involved
a presentation of bronze sculpture (chalcography); a poetry night featured Varnalis; and the films included Stravinsky, Russian Ballet, There
is an Island, The Bet, the Cure, the Grapes of Wrath, and a documentary
on Ancient Greece. Planned programs include modern Greek literature
(e.g. Samarakis), shadow theatre (Karagiozis), and a Theodorakis night.
Address: 4636 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60625.

